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Implacable Africa
has indulged itself in a month of uninforme
speculation about the secret manoeuvres of Wilson, Smith and Verwoerd, the
three seem quietly to ~ve got together to take, the "unilateral" out of
Southern Rhodesia's declaration of independence. The price Smith will pa
for conceding a guarantee of future rights for the African people may be
heavy: his own head, on a plate served 'up before the right wing he once I
Yet his successor will honour no guarantee, if the fate of the entrench
clauses of South Africa's Act of Union are any guide.
The cost to the Mrican people will be the removal of any form of Britis
protection from the sort of slavery the African people of South Africa suffer.
But this protection was from a Britain in eclipse and the African Zimbabwiari
had sooner or later to face their fate alone. The cost to lJritain - responsibilifor repeating the grand sell-out to white South Africa in 1910, perhaps e~
for contributing one of the ultimate causes to the world race war which see
to draw ever nearer.

WHILE THE WORLD'S PRESS

PERHAPS A BRITISH SELL-OUT to Smith can still be prevented. Africa remains
sufficiently united for the United States government to have to heed .. ·
leaders' opposition to the legalised establishment of apartheid in Southern
Rhodesia, and to force Britain to take actions for which she has no will of heli
own. To this end, Africa must show the whole world her implacability to the
betrayal of her people to a :new enslavement.
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Shakespeare Makoni ;
READERS: OF The, New African wh~ recall the writings of Shakespeare,Makoni

of,Sa~sbury, Southern Rhodesia, in this magazine will be,sorry to'learn tha
h~ 'has been under detention by ,the Smith Government since December 1965.: '

Mr. Makoni also' acted as an "agent for The -New ,African': on thecampu

of the, University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Salisbury. ",

'; ,

" Mr. Makoni's ,wife, Mrs. Scholastica Makoni of Cottage No. -403S, 'Ne
Canaan, Highfields, Salisbury, now has no llleans of sul?sistence whatever, an,
we appeal to all who want, t.O' make a'contribution to the struggle in South~,
Rhodesia to send a donation, however small, to Mrs. Makoni direct) or' t
the Defence and Aid Fund, ? Amen Court, London, E.C.4.

Inside
HERBOLD, GkEEN, who is ,at
Arusha for the final working sessions" of
the Philip Commission on East, AfJjcan
Economic Union, assesses prospects 'in ;this
'field and concludes his post-coup Ghan~,
analysis in this issue'. No apology needed
for so much by a' writer whose readable
yet expert work in these pages on
Nigeria and Cameroun - is studied in
more than one African university. DR SAM
ALUKO, for the first time here, and
SUZANNE CRONJE, a frequent contributor,
examine a Federation that failed, and look
ahead to Nigeria's future. COLLINGWOOD
AUGUST; 'a frequent '·book reviewer, and
translator of Mqhayi's Xhosa classic, ~
tributes a story of his youth in South
Africa. "An American friend of Africa,
D. E. STEWARD, ,pays' tribute to another
South African, the late Dr Letele, African
, National Congress leader who died in exile
in Lesotho earlier this year. JOHN GRIGG,
(formerly Lord Altrincham) has supported
anti-apartheid and other progressive
Mrican causes in Britain. His review of
Canon JohJ;1 CQll~' s memoirs pintolnts
the true standing of the Christian Action
leader, whose massive efforts for political
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accuseds ,and their dependants area' ni '
example' of' actual physical help ,to "
cause of humanity' in South Mnca~
MARGARET ROBERTS, co-author of 'SOUl,.
Africa: Crisis for the West with h' ,"
husband Colin Legum, reviews some n
paperbacks, including one of the l$t'
Penguin African Library volumes. Anoth '
is discussed by RAYMOND KUNENE, poet
politician-in-exile, whose own verse will':·'
criticised by MOFOLO BULANE,. next issue."
1une will also (:ontain a moving chapt' .
from CHEIKH HAMIDOU KANE'S nov
L'Aventure ,Ambigue (paris, Julli~~ ,
1961) translated by WILLFRIED FEustR '
Ibadan, and a new short story' by LE~~,
NKOSI; book reviews by ALFRED HUTe
SON" BES SIE HEAD and' JOHN. HENIt
CLAltKE) ' associate editor, of. Fre«1OmwQy
magazine, New York. And REGINALD
HERBOLD 'GR~EN on the Uganda Plan and
revised Kenya Plan will continue hi
present major series which catches for u
a crucial moment in, Africa's economi
development. "VICTOR KWENA'S" letter
from inside South Mrica continue t
,
•
arrive safely.'
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igeria's 1 00 days
since the end of
the old constitutiona clear look forward
and to the past
THE TRANSFER OF POWER
CIVIL GOVERNMENT SUDDENLY came to an end in

Nigeria on
January 16, 1966, when the Army, to the great relief 'vf the
vast majority of Nigerians, suspended the constitution and sacked
the legislatures and the cabinets. Although there is an instrument
transferring power from the civilian to the military authorities,
couched in language of mutual understanding, the average Nigerian
does not admit that there has been a voluntary transfer of power.
As far as he is concerned, there has been a successful and Godsent coup d'etat by the Nigerian Army. To the vast majority of
Nigerians, the coup is the most patriotic act that any group of
Nigerians had done since October 1, 1960, when Nigeria became
independent.
THE WRECK OF DEMOCRACY
WITNESSED how cleverly the Nigerian

politicians
successfully twisted every democratic provision in the Nigerian
constitution since 1952, when parliamentary democracy through
popular elections was introduced in Nigeria. The names of
qualified electors who were suspected to be likely to vote for
the opposition parties were cleverly eliminated from the voters'
list. Fictitious names were substituted so that government supporters could exercise plural voting. The one man, one vote
provisions of the constitution became virtually meaningless.
The areas which voted against the parties in power were
denied government amenities. Water supplies were cut; electricity
equipment was removed; scholarships were withdrawn; roads were
left unrepaired.
Opposition candidates were prevented from getting nominated
for elections in devious ways. First, the nominators were directly
and indirectly persecuted in customary courts. They were overtaxed, sacked from their jobs and became marked men. But that
did not work effectively as there were people still willing to
nominate their friends, their party members or their relations
for elections. So, two more effective methods were devised.
Since the government conducted all elections through members
of the Electoral C'vmmissions who were appointed by the cabinet,
the commission was heavily packed with fanatical members of
the party in power. They in turn appointed the electoral officers
and the presiding officers. The electoral officers, once appointed,
went into hiding after accepting the nomination papers of candidates that srvod on the ticket of the party in power. The opposition candidates were denied the opportunity to stand election.
Many government members were thus "returned unopposed."
Also, even when candidates stood for election, false results were
announced to ensure that the political party in power was always
returned to power. The ballvt, which is the greatest assuring
institution of parliamentary democracy, was discredited in Nigeria.
In consequence, towards the end of the last Republic, the populace
used the bullet freely to ensure that those whose rule they resented
NIGERIANS
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(London), Head of Department of Economics, University of
Nigeria, was Chairman of .the Election Planning Committee
of the Action Group, and was tried and convicted for sedition
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regional economic committees under the military regime.
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were not ruling. The slogan of the opposition was "if we cann'vt
outvote them, we must out-shoot them." Which they did!
Since political power or political favours were very remunerative,
the courts, the corpvrations, the local authority staff, and even the
chiefs were eager to maintain the status quo, so that they too
could continue to retain their positions which could change hands
if there was a change of political power.
Another malady was the compartmentalisativn of the country
into regional blocs. The country was virtually divided into the
North, the East, the West and the Mid-West, each of which passed
discriminatory legislation against the other. Each acted with utter
disregard of the authority of the federal government. The last act
was the confession 'vf the federal government's inability to intervene
in Western Nigeria, when, following the October 11, 1965 election
in that region, there were riots, looting and mass killing. The
inaction of the federal government in Western Nigeria was one
of the causes which finally liquidated the civilian regime. Had
the last regime continued for five to ten years, Nigeria might have
brvken up into four or more separate and warring units.
PRINCIPLES OF A NEW CONSTITUTION
THESE EXPERIENCES ARE widely resented in Nigeria and

are
going to weigh very heavily in the minds of people when a new
constitution is to be fashioned for Nigeria. Already, the Federal
Military Government has set up a constitutional committee to
recommend a new constitution. Many Nigerians do n'vt want too
quick a return to constitutional government. They suspect that
some influential members of the old regime are trying to harry
the Army to pack and go. If a referendum is held among the
enlightened middle and lower-middle classes in Nigeria, today,
there will be an overwhelming v0te in favour of the continuation
of the military regime for the next five years or more, to ensure
enough time for the memory and influence of the politicians to
die away.
In spite of the reluctance of many Nigerians to see a quick
return to civilian rule, we cannot dismiss thoughts abvut the form
of constitution that should replace the old one at the termination
of the military regime.
Any constitution that will meet the aspirations of Nigerians
should satisfy six main principles.
First, the Constitution shvuld be written in simple layman's
language, devoid of the legal technicalities and the provisos which
made the suspended constitution the football of the Bench and
the Bar. The language of the constitutions of the U.S.A., Switzerland, Australia and Canada readily come to mind. Also, the
cvnstitution should not be unduly wordy to the extent that it
will appeal only to lawyers and to scholars and students. It
should be capable of easy interpretation into the main local
Nigerian languages, so that more and more Nigerians will know
the fundamental Law of their land.
Secondly, the provisions for Fundamental Human Rights which
were entrenched in the cvnstitution should cease to be 'hedged with
qualifications that have the effect of negating the rights that they
seek to protect. For instance, the "right to freedom of expression,
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including freedom ~o, hold opinions a,nd to receive and impart ideas
and information without interference" was useless when read
alungside the law of sedition which provides that anything which
brings the government 'into, contempt' or ridicule was seditious.
This law was frequently interpretea as overriding the right to
free speech, guaranteed in the constitution. In that respect, even
party political broadcasts, or election cartoons, by the opposition
parties cvuld, and were occasionally taken to be seditious, when
they tended to sway popular votes against the party in power.
The right was further limited by three provisions immediately
following it, one of which is that "nothing in ,this section shall
invalidate any law that is reasonably justifiable in a democratic
society . . . in the interest of defence, public safety, public order,
public morality 'vr public health."
Another provision that a citizen of Nigeria of a particular
community, tribe, place of origin, religion or political opinion
shall not, by reason only that he is such a person, be subj ect . . .
to disabilities or restrictions to which citizens of Nigeria of other
tribes . . . are not made subject" was immediately followed by
the prvvision that "nothing in this section shall invalidate any
law' by reason only that the law prescribes qualifications for service
in an office ... imposes restrictions with respect to the appointment
of any person tv an office . . . imposes restriction with respect to
the acquisition or use by any person of land or other property
.
or imposes any disability, restriction or accords any privilege
"
The proviso enabled regional governments tv prevent their
public services from employing citizens of other regions: enabled
the local authorities to seize the properties of non-citizens of
the locality and made the persecution vf fellow Nigerians easy
in a region other than his own!

Thirdly, the constitution should ensure not only that no one
unit, or a combination of two or three units 'vf government
is so powerful as to threaten the authority of the federal government, but also that the main leaders of the country and the major
political parties do oot find it more encouraging and profitable
to operate in the regional or state, rather than at the national
level.
In this regard, the ·existing regional boundaries should be
dismantled and in their places, provincial administrations should
be set up (twenty-two or twenty-five of them) such that the
national government will have puwer to intervene in provincial
administration. That is, the national government should have power
to appoint and dismiss a provincial commissioner or governor,
sack the government and ensure that provincial activities are
carried on in the best interest 'vf the country.
If this happens, the leading politicians and the major political
parties will strive to nationalise their activities rather than confine
them to regional or tribal level. The bane of the former federal
civilian regime was that it was delegated by powerful leaders
and parties who did their own planning in the regions but dictated
policies in the national headquarters. It was the second-rate
leaders that ran nativnal politics and killed it.
Fourthly, the judiciary should be unified whether or not
there is a federal form of government. The system of creating
regional courts and local customary courts gave rise tv the
attempt, which occasionally succeeded, to make the courts the
instrument of coercion of the opposition by the regionally based
governing p'vlitical parties. The members of the judiciary are
even now happy to be relieved of their, experiences in the First
Republic and are calling for a unified judicial system in Nigeria.
Fifthly, and consequently, the system of revenue allocation
between the national and 'the provincial governments should change.
Hitherto, revenue has been mainly allocated on the basis of derivation. That is, c'ustoms and excise duties collected on goods imported
into or produced in a subsequent movements of the commodities
from the importer to the ultimate consumer. Royalties paid on
mined natural resources were largely paid to the government in the
area ,?f mining. The federal government ~as merely 'an accounting
agent, paying quarterly to each government the estimated share
out of such revenues. The federal government paid through this
means about 65-75 per cent of regional government revenues

but had no control oyer the expenditure p.attern of the. regional
governments. The principle vf derivation had the effect of making
the rich region richer and the poor poorer. .
Under the proposed constitution, the national government should
have the power to allocate funds on the basis of need, and nati'unal
interest. It should also be competent to make special and conditional grants through which it can compel a provincial government
to perform, or desist frvm performing, special functions.
The tax laws should be uniform throughout, the country to
ensure a freer mobility' of the factors of production. The national
government should have income tax powers over every citizen
eligible to pay tax. The influence of the national government should
be made to reach the most remote village rather than be confined to
the capital territory of ~agos.

Sixthly, all these have implications on the other aspects 'vi
public life in Nigeria. The civil service, for instance, would have
to be more centralised than at present. Education at all levels will
have to become more and more the responsibility of the national
government, which had hitherto spent little or n\Jthing on education
in the regions, except on universities and on a few inter-regional
secondary schools. Electoral Duties will have to be removed from
the purview of the outgoing government and put exclusively
under the Public Service C'vmmission or the President. Constitutional provisions will have to be made to regulate the nomination
of candidates, the system of voting, the behaviour and even the
number of ministers that can be appointed and the remuneration
that they should be entitled to. In the last regime, there were
regions where almost every gvvernment party member in the
legislature was a minister of state and every elected member had
his eyes on a ministerial appointment. The usual experience was
that elected members "crossed the floor" from one party to the
other in search of ministerial appointments, thus making nonsense
of the party system.
This last point has led a large number of Nigerians to demand
that there should be a separati/on between the legislative and the
executive functions. That is, an elected member of parliament
should not be eligible for a ministerial position, unless 'he resign~
his seat, and that the President should select his team in the same
manner as the President of the United States of America.
RETHINKING
THE DANGER AHEAD is that the

AND

DEBATE

bitter political experiences since
1952 may lead to the demand of an extreme type of constitution
that will give little or n'o room for the exercise of discretion by
rulers. As it is not possible to provide, in a constitutional document, for all possible future contingencies, it is desirable that 'a
good measure of flexibility be provided. It is not wise to tie t..he
future, irrevocably.
At present, a large number 'vf committees have been set up 'to
recommend common measures for the future. In the months
ahead, 'a great debate will occur on the structure of the Nigerian
constitution. At present, such a debate is warming up. A competent
constitutional panel, dominated by lawyers, has been set up to
submit constitutional propvsals to the Federal Military Government.
A deadline has not been fixed when the panel is to finish its
task. There is the talk of a constituent assembly or of a referendum.
But if the past is to be a lesson for the futUre, in a country, in
which less than a tenth of the electorate can read and understand
a constituti'onal document, the choice of the majority may amount
to no more than the wish of the political parties against which
so mueh aspersion has been cast since January 15, 1966~
It is the recognition of this that has led a few Nigerians to
advocate a re-examination of the franchise with a view to our
taking a few steps backwards. That is, instead of giving every
adult the vote, there should be a minimum educational qualification
for the elector as well as for the legislator. It has been suggested
that the elector should have passed primary six and that the
legislator should possess a minimum of West African School
Certificate or the General Certificate of Education, Ordinary
Level or their equivalents'. Such educational qualifications will make
pv'ssible the adoption 6f the European or the American system of
voting. The elector can mark his ballot paper in secret, and drop
it in the ballot box in the open. This is to avoid the existing
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system of dum~ing multiple ballot papers.
.
. .
Again, there IS the fear. that educa~on, per se, IS not an Insurance
against fraud. In fact, It was obvIous that many of the most
corrupt politicians of the last regime were university trained
lawyers, doctors, teachers and univer~ity lecturers, while most of
those who stood against corruption and resisted the regime until
the Army intervened, were stark illiterates!
THE PATH

TO

NATIONAL

U

ITY

The conclusion that one can reach is that in Nigeria, today,
thoughts on the constituti'on have not crystallised. Most people are
still powing invective on the former politicians, although if the
return tomorrow they will receive wide ovations from many
quarters. One thing is clear. That is, that Nigeria will never

be the same as it was before January 15. We are set along the
path of national unity. It is sure that the influence of the Army
has come to stay and check political excesses. The extent to which
the new urge to oneness has really permeated the society cannot
be assessed. The fear of the army does not permit centrifugal
tendencies and separatist actions to rear their heads yet.· What
is evident is that a lot of water has passed under the bridge and
divisionists are n'ot likely to find equally fertile ground for their
doctrines as they did before the January revolution.
The outside world has been expecting a volcanic eruption,
a North-South polarised conflict. It may never happen. It will
be an ill-wind that will not benefit anybody. It is unlikely. The
new regime has mass support. It is, so far, doing fine.

Nigeria: The Tl·ibes, The Nation, or The Race
by F. A. O. Schwarz, Jr. (M.LT. Press,
75s.)
this book was published at
the end of December, the situation which it
set out to describe had ceased to exist. At first
glance this fact may seem a pity for Mr.
Schwarz, whose painstaking account of the
political developments in Nigeria can now no
longer serve as a guide to what many people
consider the most confusing political scene in
the world. The January military coup put an
end to all the parties, alliances, regional and
federal balances and alignments, and to some
of the politicians as well. However, Mr.
Schwarz's work is far from lost. Nigeria is
about to reconstitute herself. General AguiyiIronsi has recently instructed the Constitutional
Review Study Group - on whose recommendations the future shape of Nigeria will largely
depend - to "identify constitutional problems
in the context of One Nigeria." In particular,
the group is to discover those faults in the
former Nigerian constitution which militated
against national unity, and to ascertain how
far the powers of the former regional governments "fostered regionalism and weakened the
central government."
This is the very subject with which Mr.
Schwarz occupies himself in his book, which is
therefore of greater topical interest even than its
author could have intended. Nigeria's political
history has as its dominant theme the identification of region, tribe and political party: before
January this year, each of the major parties "vas
solidly supported by one of the regional ethnic
majorities: the Action Group (AG) by the
Yoruba of the Western Region, the National
Congress of igerian Citizens ( C C) by the
Ibos of the Eastern Region and the Northern
Peoples Congress (NPC) by the Hausa of the
Northern Region. The federation started independence in 1960 as an entity composed of
these three groupings (the Mid-Western Region
was carved out of the Western Region -at the end
of 1963 to give the largely Edo-speaking peoples
of this part of the country more autonomy; it
supported the NC C, and its creation was a
political move against the AG in the Western
Region).
The political balance of Nigeria was determined by tribal sentiments rather than ideological
considerations. Of course, each of the regions
contained a number of ethnic minorities whose
rights were to be safeguarded against the concentration of political power in the hands of
the predominant tribe. Linked to this was the
imbalance in the size of the regions, with the
orth greater in area and population than all
the other regions combined.· This added to the
fears of the minorities the fear in the South of
TWO WEEKS AFTER

e

political domination by the North a fear
which later proved to be only too well justified.
It was this built-in Northern predominance
which finally led to the break-down of Nigeria's
political system, and Mr. Schwarz's book contains a very illuminating chapter on the preindependence Minorities Commission which
failed to find in favour of the creation of more
regions or states which might have cut the size
and thus the political power of the North to more
reasonable proportions. The Commission under
the chairmanship of Sir Henry Willink feared
that the creation of new regions would perpetuate
tribal differences and set back efforts to build a
nation. It put its faith in liberal democracy and
parliamentary government: "votes will count
and in the last resort it is the votes that will win
fair treatment for the minorities".
At the same time, as Mr. Schwarz points out,
the Commission appeared to fear too much
democracy too fast. It argued against the transfer
of the Yoruba-speaking areas of the N orthem
Middle Belt to the Western Region on the
grounds that many people would suffer by the
"revolutionary speeding up" of the area's
democratisation that would follow such a step:
"There had, to be sure, been votes by a
number of local government bodies in favour of
joining the West, but the Commission said it
was not sure the people had understood the
issue when they chose their representatives.'
There are many Nigerians who are convinced
that the predominance of the pro-British North
in Nigeria's political set-up was nothing but a
neo-colonialist device to perpetuate British influence after independence, and Mr. Schwarz
supports this view by saying, "It may also be
that it (the British government) believed that the
existing system with three large regions dominated by the orth helped the conservative forces
which it probably hoped would rule Nigeria".
BRITISH POLICY which insisted on the
regions and thus prejudiced Nigeria's chances
of success; and Mr. Schwarz, whilst being
critical of the composition of the federation and
some of its institutions, tends to the view that a
federal system was the necessary framework to
accommodate the country's diverse entities:
". . . the system should probably be credited
with enabling Nigeria's 50 million people to
form a nation. The significant question to ask
is not whether Nigeria is better off with or
without a federal system. The significant questions are two. First, does Nigeria's federal
system tend to accentuate or to mute the
jealousies between the country's groups, large
and small? Second, is its federal constitution
capable of growing with the nation? "
To the second of these questions, Mr.
Schwarz's answer is an unequivocal yes. "The
powers of the national government are flexible
IT WAS
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and capable of growing with the country and
with sentiment for their use." He points out
that the weakness of the federal government did
not result from the constitution but from the
fact that it did not choose to exercise all the
power given to it. To the question whether
regional and tribal jealousies were enshrined in
Nigeria's federal set-up, Mr. Schwarz's attitude
is less clear. On the one hand he regarded the
trend towards single-party control of Nigeria's
regions as dangerous: "The present·party system
and recent developments reflect and at the same
time keep alive the ethnic divisions that could
worsen to. destroy the Nigerian federation. Time
should be on the side of evolution toward
greater national unity. But as the parties become
entrenched in power in their respective regions
there are dangers of a rigidity that will retard
or prevent that evolution." On the other hand
he regarded the regional system as a safeguard
for democracy: "Under the present political
set-up no single group is strong enough to
impose its will on the others. The federal system,
which. protects the regions as relatively autonomous bases for' the power of different political
parties, has helped immeasurably to protect,
preserve, and even create that balance of power."
But despite his conclusion that "the federal
aspects of Nigeria's Constitution must be rated
as very successful," he recognised that the
rigidity caused by the one-party trend in the'
regions made it difficult; if not impossible, for
political parties to broaden their bases as democratic theory would have them do: "Any existing party which attempted to become truly
national through the adoption of an ideology
that would appeal to an economic class from all.
ethnic groups would have to face an internal
party upheaval." This diagnosis, which puts its
finger on the main cause of Nigeria's political
ills, is amply illustrated by the sad case history
of the Action Group. "So long as the Action
Group was a party of the Y oruba, or of the
Y oruba plus minorities in the other regions
seeking new states, so long as it was a party
concerned primarily with the winning of independence or with the proper type of constitution
for an independent Nigeria, it would hold
together. When it attempted to pass beyond that
it split." And it was this split, of cours~, which
provided the immediate cause for the rigging of
the 1965 Western Regional elections, the subsequent breakdown of law and order in the
region, and for the military take-over.

THE EVENTS OF· JANUARY 15TH practically wiped
Nigeria's political parties off the scene. Although
they were not outlawed, it was as if they had
ceased to exist. In the North, the powerful NPC
had been built around the aristocratic figure of
the Northern Premier, the Sardauna of Sokoto.
With his death, and with the take-over of the
regional government by the military authorities,
the party, which depended on traditional loyalties
and on patronage for support, disintegrated. It
had never been a mass party and had never
constructed for itself any ideological basis, relying for its appeal on the tribal antagonisms and
religious fears which it engendered among the
Northern population. It had monopolised power
in the North, and its passing left a political
vacuum in that huge region. Its ally in the
Western Region - the ruling Nigerian National
Democratic Party (NNDP), the smaller of the
two groups into which the AG had split - also
disappeared almost without trace. It had been a
majority party whose unpopular rule had set
off the violence and political unrest which
occasioned the military coup; it too had relied on
the powers of coercion and persuasion for most
of the support it enjoyed, and it lost its appeal
when it lost office.

The passing of the NNDP should not have
left a political vacuum, since the majority in that
region supported the United Progressive Grand
Alliance (UPGA) a political front which
combined the NCNC, the AG, and the sm'all
opposition parties in the North - and which
enjoyed majority support throughout the South.
In theory, the UPGA should have benefited
from the new order. It was opposed to the
Northern domination of the federal government,
its enemies were the NPC and the NNDP which
the military take-over had destroyed, and it
consisted of mass-parties which depended to a
much smaller extent on the instruments of
political power to enlist or compel support. The
UPGA might therefore have been expected to
survive the loss of office which its main component, the NCNC, suffered in the Eastern and
Mid-Western Regions as a result of the military
take-over. However, even the UPGA seems to
have lost most of its impetus after January 15th.
Its main purpose had been to resist the domination of the North, and once this was broken
through the army officers' uprising, it found
itself without its immediate and overriding
cause. 'The destruction of regionalism in Nigeria
has brought with it the destruction of Nigeria~s
political organisations.
IT IS EASY TO SPEAK with hindsight, but if the
events of January 15th have proved anything, it
is that Nigeria's unconstructive tribal politics
were the result of' the country's regional structure. Ethnic considerations would never have
assumed the importance they did had they not
been provided with power-bases to entrench
sectional interests. It is only fair to say that Mr.
Schwarz seems to suspect this throughout the
book, and that he makes his conclusions regarding the successful functioning of Nigeria's
federal system dependent on the existence of
liberal democracy. Liberal democracy in Nigeria
had, however, broken down long before the book
was written, one may ask if it ever existed.
Of this question, too, Mr. Schwarz seems

to be fully aware, and the most valuable
of. the chapters in his book deals with the constitution and democracy. Nigeria's constitution,
although it enshrined human rights, spelled out
so many exceptions that it lost much of its
usefulness as an educative tool" with which to
embue. people with the spirit of liberty ".
Mr. Schwarz remarks that, " spelling out the
exceptions, as is done in the Nigerian Constitution, also makes it easier for a legislature to justify
a restriction and a little more likely that a court
will uphold a restriction of liberty ... A legislature which has before it a bill restricting
speech, or religious freedom, or movement, or a
court which has before it the bill made law, has
to overcome a lesser hurdle, and less moral and
psychological resistance, when before it lies the
inviting and reassuring lure of the multipurpose
exceptions that are in the Nigerian Constitution."
This is one defect which Nigeria's new
constitution makers can remedy. The new ad:"
ministration under General Ironsi has since its
take-over declared itself against regionalism,
tribalism and corruption, and it is very unlikely
that the new constitution will repeat the mistake
of regionalising the country in a way that might
allow tribal sentiment to serve political purposes.
The old political system is fortunately dead;'
the new one will presumably be built on ideological principles, taking account of Nigeria"s
social and economic needs. Indeed, even under
the old order there were the more radical lef.t.wing parties incipient, perhaps which
eschewed regional and tribal loyalties. Mr.
Schwarz deals with them somewhat perfunctorily; before January 15th they had little chance of
succeeding. What their chances are in the new
Nigeria rem'ains to be seen; much depends on
the constitution-making which is now under way.
Mr. Schwarz's book, which like some of his
previous work is particularly interesting on
Nigeria's fiscal arrangements, comes at the right
time. If some of his conclusions are questionable,
it must at least be said that his arguments are
extremely stimulating.
•
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Break-up or
Sudan

bre~kthrough?

FROM 1960 THROUGH 1963 hopes for speedy attainment of East
African Federal Union waxed high. Then they began to dim and
by 1965 to die away. As first Uganda and later Kenya voiced
increasing reservations about the largely Tanzanian drafted proposals, the focus of attention has turned to whether the existing
East African .Economic Union can long survive the failure of
political federation proposals. The doubts are reinforced by the
fact that one of the main aims of federation was to secure a more
equitable distribution of the gains from economic union.
A series of events are cited to show that economic union is
already in the process of breakup: Tanzania's 1964 warning that
it would leave the common market unless an agreed industrial
location policy was attained; the quota limitations on regional
free trade provided for in the resultant Kampala-Mbale Agreements and Tanzania's sweeping imposition of them on Kenyan
(and peripherally Ugandan) manufactured goods; the failure of
the East African Industrial Location Study Commission (called
for in the Agreements) to materialise and that of Kenya to pass
legislation implementing the limited degree of agreed industrial
location which formed another key section of the Agreements.
Parallel disintegrative trends are seen in the divisions over
monetary, fiscal, and exchange control policy. These blocked
successful completion of East African Central Bank discussions.
In 1966 they lead to the substitution of three national central banks
and currencies for the unified monetary system of the East African
Currency Board. At the autumn 1965 meeting of the East African
Central Legislative Assembly, President Julius Nyerere warned
that only honest appraisal of the weaknesses and inequities of
economic union as it ex~sted could prevent breakup. The ensuing
Mombasa Conference was marked by sharp divergences of viewpoint with Uganda as well as Tanzania highly critical of the
status quo and of \vhat they viewed as Kenya's attempts tu
maintain it. Out of the Mombasa Conference, ho\vever, there also
arose the present East African Commission to study and advise on
the future of economic union.
AN ALMOST EQUAL LIST can be compiled to illustrate the increasing
value of East African Economic Union and the very real commitment of all East African governments to its continuation.
1964 interterritorial exports set a record of £41 million (20% of
total exports). Ugandan and Tanzanian exports to Kenya have grown
rapidly since 1962 - albeit the absolute gap in their trade balance
with Kenya has increased as well. And in 1964 and 1965 Tanzania's
emergent common' market industrial exports rose sharply as
the first plant (aluminium products) allocated by the Kampala
Agreement came into production. The operations of jointly
operated services (transportation, communication, fiscal, educational, research, and economic) reached £53 million (7% of East
African Regional Product). Fiscal transfers from Kenya to Uganda
and Tanzania under the 1961 Raisman Formula arrangements
totalled £0.8 million.

DR. R. H. G R EEN, nmv of the East African Institute of
Social Research, has studied regional economic union as a means
to rapid dev'elopment in Africa and South Asia since 1960.
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Mwalimu Nyerere's frank warning of the need for reform was
welcomed by the other two states especially as it was coupled
with an affirmation that economic union could be viable if reformed
even though speedy political unification was no longer in sight.
Despite divergences, the Mombasa Conference agreed not on a
process of breakup but on a study of means to reform, maintain,
and strengthen economic union. Subsequent selection of national
ministerial delegations (headed by Finance Minister Amir Jamal and
Finance Minister L. Kalule Settala of Uganda) was marked by the
inclusion of senior cabinet members with responsibility f'ur and
competence in economic affairs. The selections also showed a
desire to reduce the danger of personal clashes and avoid the
appearance of rigid preset positions both in terms of those included
and in at least one notable omission from each team. An independent chairman - Professor Kjeld Phillip of Denmark and the
UN - was speedily agreed upon and a technical advisory staff
for the Commission formed largely from UN Economic Commission for Africa personnel. Meanwhile at the October- ovember
Lusaka Conference, the three East African states (plus Zambia)
were the leading proponents of a broader Eastern African Economic
Community extending from Ethiopia through Zambia and from
Rwanda and Burundi through Mauritius and the Malagasy Republic. In addition to a declaration of principles, the conference
agreed on an interim council and technical staff charged with a
series of concrete studies to determine feasible areas of joint
action in the fields of industrial development, transportation, and
trade with 1967 as a target for initial concrete implementation.
WHAT IS ONE TO MAKE of these disparate trends? Is East African
Economic Union about to break up? To breakthrough to a new
basis of broader co-operation possibly involving more states?
What are the gains from union and - if they are substantial why is there dispute over its continuation?
Benefits of economic union to East Africa as a whole fall into
several main categories: lower cost operation of joint (as opposed
to separate national) services; creation of a market area large
enough to justify lines of production not viable on the basis of
the Kenyan, Tanzanian, or Ugandan market alone; lower production costs in agriculture and industry based on specialisation,
economies of scale, and locational advantages. In addition, however,
anyone state may benefit at the expense of the others if the pattern
of production - especially in industry and in certain service
operations - is altered in its favour by economic union. The
long standing plaint of Uganda and Tanzania is that such an
unbalanced location pattern has e~erged with industry, railway,

airline, and East African Common Services Organisation overconcentrated in Kenya. A symptom of this imbalance is Kenya's
1964 interteritorial export surplus of £15 million on total interterritorial exports of £26 million. Another is the £4 million net
of expenditures on services which were provided to Tanzania and
Uganda, but which were made in Kenya, generating income and
employment effects there rather than in Uganda or Tanzania.
While it is perfectly true that economic union need not mean
bilateral balancing of trade nor equal division of expenditures on
joint services, the degree of imbalance and inequality shown in
trade and service accounts does raise serious questions as to the
net impact of economic union on Uganda and, particularly,
Tanzania.
A detailed balance sheet of gains and losses prepared by the
author shows net East African benefits from economic union in
1964 as £10.4 million (1.4% of Regional Product of £722 million).
Somewhat over half of net gains were derived from joint service
operations, about a third from the common market in industrial
products, and perhaps an eighth from the (partial) common market
in agricultural products. However, the division of gains was
extremely unequal: Kenya gained £10 million (96% of the net
total), Uganda £2.6 million (26%) but Tanzania lost £2.3 million
(-22%).
Rather surprisingly each state gained about £2.1 million on
government account, the imbalance resulting from very different
results in the private sectors. Government savings came largel
from lower costs of service operations and the initial imbalances
were basically corrected by the Raisman Formula transfers. In
the private sector the concentration of production in Kenya wa
very marked vis Cl vis Tanzania. Under economic union, Tanzania
appears to have lost industrial, agricultural, and service production
to Kenya (and peripherally to Uganda), as opposed to what it
could have achieved as an autonomous protected economic unit.
Uganda's position is much more balanced, with gains in the fields
of textiles, hydroelectric power, tobacco, sugar, and vegetable oils
offsetting losses in services and manufacturing.
levels, and distribution of gains
highlights the basic problems confronting East African Economic
Union:
1. Tanzania's national interests are ill served by an annual 1 s
'uf 0.9% of its national product of £244 million;
2. Uganda feels the division of benefits to be inequitable and is
in fact, less than convinced that she is a net gainer (1.3~ of
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"Two Siberian Eskimoes have come ashore at Attu, most westerly
of the Aleutian Islands. They have asked for political asylum. They
were out gathering mushrooms, and were lost in the fog."
New·s, August 6, 1965

There is a time to remember the wise
And mythical skills
Of Kipper Darling, night-watchman
Of the Eastern Hills.
Wards have a world of their own. These agile jugglers,
Tumbling from nowhere, surprise the unwary poet
As if a child, turning the corner were to meet,
On what before had been a 'Vacant lot,
Enraptured
The gay flags and fluttering pennants of a circus.
What astonishes-frightens sometimesIs not when, like our loves, they ride strong horses
Strong necked, white chested horses with manes of silk,
Or when again, thunderously, they explode
Throwing up the earth in our faces; not this
But agile weightlessness, that treads so springily on nothing,
The march with precision through eternity
Where the soul moves freely in a strange element.
And then one night - beautiful, serene, holy You felt permitted to worship, and came to the Temple,
Entered the Tabernacle
To broad daylight and the flat walls that are your present home
And the smell of cooking and the cold
Comfort of hope.
N. G. M A R 0 U D A S

He could divine mushrooms in the darkest
Moonless night. Armed only with a torch,
On deep summer nights he would lead us out
Across the bottle-green fields of AlbanyPitches and meadows - lying like velvet
To the touch.
Rooted in his black figure,
Shielding it, the wand of light leapt from face
To creeping face. From grove to echoing grove
Of mushrooms, that took their shape, seemed
To take their being from that bright spear.
Halfmense. Lilliputians, giving only
A damp cough as we plucked them, silent
To his histrionic orders.
When the last switch
Telescoped the light we kneY1J the basket
Full. Whispering we returned, to feast
On mushrooms and bilious jubilee: new pagans
In the misshapen light of our midnight room.
Moonless nights. The scorpion memory
Is dying on its sting.
It was not wisdom but the torch
That made him king.
TONY

VOSS

Edited by Dr. J. B. Webster
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her £203 million 1964 product);
3. Kenya - with a gain of 3.6% (1964 product £278 million) and
with about a quarter of her total industrial production directed
to Tanzanian and Ugandan markets - tends to oppose any
radical changes. Her government cannot afford a subsequent
increase in urban unemployment and also points to the fact that
- even after economic union transfer gains - the per capita
cash income of her African citizens is below that of Uganda's
and barely equal to that of Tanzania's.
4. The overall level of gains, while substantial and growing (in
1955 it probably did not exceed £4-5 million or 1% odd of
regional product), is not large when compared with the growth
rate goals of 5.5% to 7.5% set by the three states or with
actual growth over the past five years.
5. Simply relocating production as it would have been in the
absence of union would, indeed, wipe out transfer problems
but at the expense of the net gains. Economic union should
alter production patterns in each unit, the problem is the
achievement of a union distribution resulting in net gains to each
state.
In short, a real divergence of national interests combined with a
rather limited total gain to distribute underline the tendencies 'to
breakup evident since 1963 far more than any differences in
political ideology or style or than personal frictions. These factors
are compounded both by the dynamic effects of present production
patterns on future growth rates and by the laissez faire structure
of the common market itself.
The present East African structure of production is highly unbalanced with nearly two thirds of total industrial value added
(excluding primary agricultural processing) in Kenya. This is the
sector whose output will grow most rapidly as East Africa develops.
Should the regional pattern of production remain basically unchanged and total regional output grow 6.5% a year the resultant
national growth rates would be 7% for Kenya and 6.25% for
Tanzania and Uganda. In other words Kenya would tend to have a
dynamic gain of £1 million and Tanzania and Uganda dynamic
losses of £0.5 million each culminating with the imbalance already
seen in the division of static gains.
In fact both Tanzanian and Ugandan development planning
seeks to alter their structures of production in favour of increasing
shares of industrial output. The present laissez faire common market
is increasingly seen as an obstacle to such planning. Its steady
erosion through quotas and pressure for relocation of production
in existing industries is evidence that national planning, not regional
economic union is the dominant national goal when the two conflict.
pose to advocates of cvntinued
East African Economic Union - including the three governments
- are threefold: Can econo1nic union be made cornfJatible with
THE QUESTIONS THESE REALITIES

national development planning? What steps can be tak~n to ensure
positive gains for all three states in the imnzediat future and a
more equitable division of additions to net regional benefits front
union? Are there reasons to believe that economic union can
afford either substantially larger static gains or a more positi'" e
impact on economic growth than it has to date?
National economic planning is not incompatible with economic
union per se but with laissez faire common markets. The fonn of

economic union appropriate to Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania each now seriously committed to comprehensive developlnent
plan implementation - is one with joint or union economic activities subj ect to union planning and control. By no means all plan
questions would fall into the union sector: large scale production
(agricultural or industrial) for regional markets, main transportation
and communications networks, tourism, hydroelectric po\ver, broad
lines of fiscal-monetary-tax policy, international economic policy
including tax incentives, and technological (including economic)
research and education are the areas in which union planning,
plan co-ordination, and - in certain instances - joint operation
are likely to yield the greater gains. Joint planning need not imply
joint implementation, operation, or facility ownership. The existing
services, however, do benefit from economies of unification and
other areas of joint operation e.g. hydroelectric power generation
and distribution, staple food marketing boards appear to deserve
serious consideration.

Even a limited degree of joint planning will require substantial
changes in the East African institutional structure. At present
EACSO is basically a service-operating body as are the selfcontained services (rail, harbour, post, telecommunications, airways). There is no institutional structure to the common market.
A planning body will need a substantially larger economic, technical, and statistical staff than EACSO's present advisory and
statistical units can provide. Only with such a staff can it prepare
detailed feasibility studies and proposals for the sectors cited.
Further, for joint planning to be both acceptable and operational
some regional decision-making body must be created. The present
structure of an East African Authority (Heads of State), ministerial
committees, and a Central Legislative Assembly is doubtfully
adequate for its present role much less for formulating guideline
directives to a planning unit, approving or amending its proposals,
or overall overseeing of union economic areas and progress. The
heads ot states and ministers cannot devote enough tilne to carry
out these functions especially as they are not now supported by any
adequate research and inforn1ation facilities. The CLA is basically
a decision-ratifying rather than initiating body with its national
delegations rarely given any real authority to engage in bargaining
over decisions.
SIMPLEST SET OF REVISIO~S would include each state's
centralising its East African policies under a Minister (or Minister
of State) for East African Affairs with a limited staff of his own
and contact with Undersecretary level East African divisions in
relevant ministries. Headed by these Ministers, the national CLA
delegations could be given both guidelines for negotiation and
leeway for bargaining adequate to avoid the time-consuming
referring of all substantive issues to their home governments.
Further, with specialised delegations, the CLA could develop real
competence in East African economic affairs and replace the
ministerial committees with more effective CLA committees on
specific policy and programme areas. Such a body is essential
because joint planning does involve pooling of significant aspects
of economic sovereignty, a step no state will take without ensuring
full participation in joint decision making (and in the case of East
Africa probably an ultimate veto over major decisions).
The proposals for joint planning in itself provides a potential
answer to the problem of attaining more balanced productive
unit location. Within a context of regional planning of large-scale
productive units (especially in industry), an agreed location policy
is technically fairly simple and probably politically practicable.
It would, of course, have to take into account both raw material
and power availability and other locational cost factors and the
need to secure an agreed distribution of total additions to production. This is especially true because the establishment of these
units \vould be dependent on the maintenance of economic union
and an absence of agreement on location would mean that no
state could establish them.
THE

outlined can be attained,
future regional benefits appear likely to be much larger than at
present. Let us assume £25 million potential investment in industries practicable only for East African (not for Kenyan, U gan~
dan, or Tanzanian) markets - a figure approximately 20% of
planned 1965-70 industrial investment. Let us also assume limited
additional co-ordination of agricultural policy, and the creation
of a joint policy for the tourist industry, for developing promotion
and facilities. In these circumstances, by 1971 East African net gains
from economic un· s could rise to about £35 million. At that
level it would reprL~~l1t an annual static gain of 3 % '0f the regional
product while over 1966-71 the addition to regional gains would
boost the growth rate by about 10%.
With substantial new gains to be allocated, both the Kenyan
goal of averting dislocation of its present industrial sector and
the Tanzanian of expanding its stake in regional market-oriented
production and achieving substantial net gains from union could be
met. The rate of growth of national gains from economic union
would be lower in Kenya than in Uganda or Tanzania but all
three states would both increase their net benefits and insure
themselves against the dislocations and costs which would result
were present negvtiations to fail and breakup to result.
IF THE DEGREE OF JOINT PLANNING
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IF \VE HAD BOTH not missed the fast train,
we would never hav met.
ow we were
to spend the next 24 hours together on th
slow train from Johannesburg- here we
had gone on holiday.
I was not yet 17 years old and I don't
think he was quite 71 years. So, befitting
the difference in our ages he set the pace
of the conversation-but he would have set
the pace of any conversation, that Old ,fan.
On a long journey like this your travelling
companion, although you may ne er have
met him before, is soon one of our best
friends-even if the friendship is only a
transient one.
The evening before we had only made
passes at one another and this long Sunda
morning e spent telling one another stories.
But, as I have already said, he was the
pace-setter. This is the one story he told
me that I still remember:
ow my son, when I was a oung man,
hardly older than you-for ou are still
a boy, I went to work. In those days going
to \-vork meant going to the diggings of
Kimberley.
"Toda. I see, oung men go to Johannesburg to dig for gold in the entrails of the
earth, or to Cape Town to dig for goods
from the countries over the seas in the
stomachs of ships, or, like you to school
to dig for knowledge in the pages of book .
" It was quite pleasant this digging for
diamonds because we worked in the open.
I don't think I could enj oy this digging
for gold in the ribs of the earth. They sa
the people who dig for the gold never even
see it; they just keep on shovelling mud.
The gold-diggers will never know the pleasure of finding a stone in the earth-even
if you had to give it to the white man
immediately you picked it up.
" There were the days, My Son, of little
things and little pleasures before the world
got so wise and unhappy.
"But there was one thing that spoilt
Kimberley for me-it was a white man.
We nicknamed him Littlegreeks. Now that
was a strange name to give him for he

COL L I N G WOO D
AU GU S T
left
South Africa as a political refugee during
the 1960 Emergency and is working in
Britain in journalism and publishing.

was not small at all; he was almost as big
as I am and you can see for yourself how
big I am. The red down on his thick arms
made him look like the fearful caterpillars
that infest the thorny mimosa when its
yellow flowers appear in the Christn1as
month. Also, he was not a Greek, he was
an Englishman. And there was only one
of him although he as almost as big as
two men.
"Now, Littlegreeks had a habit-a bad
habit, he did not know how to speak. I
want to say to you that he could anI speak
by beating people.
ever wa a mistake
made and there was Littl greeks already
hitting a man. Never was anyone allowed to
make a word of explanation. But the thing
I disliked most as that not a single one
of them he hit ever stood up to Li tlegreeks
as a man ought to stand up to another
man. He beat them all as if they were his
children and they accepted it as such.
"Let me tell you that in those days,
My Son, I was young and hot-headed and
did not mind a fight. . . ow I fight only the
Devil-on Sundays more than on any other
day.
"Each time Littlegreeks hit a man m
heart bled blood for man and I prayed
to God to tempt Littlegreeks to hi'! me.
It wasn't only that I disliked what Littlegreeks was doing, also I had never been
bested in a fight. And so I looked forward
with eyes that are black to a fight with
this bra e warrior Littlegreeks.

"DO T MAKE A 1ISTAKEJ no . I did not
go out of my way to provoke war. I ju t
got on with my work as well as I could.
But the day that is a fool came and I
made a mistake. I don't remember what the

Expert behind-thescenes reports on the
internal affairs of South
Africa's "self-governing"
state.

mistake was; it was so long ago. With the
speed and temper of a disturbed puff-adder
Littlegreeks was on me. The sound of his
thick fingers across my face as like the
sound of the blanlskoot of a whip. Tears
were coming out of both eyes-not tears
of rage or sorrow-but the water that Littlegreeks had struck out of the springs of the
eyes.
"But the salty slime that came to my
mouth killed all the evil temper that was
just beginning to rape my senses. And I
thought to myself: I hope you can fight like
a man so that I may not be sorry if I kill
you.
"Suddenly I realised my nose wanted
blowing. I clo ed one nostril with a finger
and ble hard through the other at Littlegreeks. I caught hin1 neatly between the
eyes. The Kimberley sun had burnt him an
ugly red - like the overbaked feet of a pig.
But hen I caught him he became a darker
red and I thought 0 myself: I have got ou
no\ ; I like you angry as you are.
" Again his fingers were at me, but this
time I saw him and bent my knees slightly
so that he hit the air above me.
o ,my son, do you see how big this
hand of mine is? I folded it and hit Littlegreeks on the side of the jaw. As I hit him,
I saw him open his eyes wide - not close
them as other people do when they have
been hit. Then he fell down on his knees and
tried to hold on to the earth as if it would
help him not to fall.
"Then I felt like one standing on a
hilltop and looking down upon the land. I
saw that the black and white people who
had been working together like a mixed
flock of sheep and goats were now separating-the black on their side on my left
and the white on theirs on the right. Inside
me I felt that the black people were deserting me and saying to the white, without
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saying it, 'We do not know him. We \vash
our hands of a black man who raises his
hand against a white man.' But I was not
angry with them for a man must fight his
own fights sometimes. I also felt that the
white. men were separating in order to
gang up on me-like the turkeys do. But
this was as it should be, for they are the
kings of the earth. And just as a boy among
us can never best a man so among them a
black man cannot best a white man.
"Now Littlegreeks was standing up
again. This time I hit him with my left
fist-the fingers of the right were still
numb from the hardness of Littlegreeks's
jaw.
" But Littlegreeks did not reach the earth
this time, for as he was going down I saw
a phalanx of spades shining in the sun
from the pulish the Kimberley earth had
given them. Then I knew how that Egyptian
whom Moses killed must have felt.
" Behind me was the Big Hole, in front
of me was Littlegreeks, and beyond were the
white people with shovels in their hands.
"Now, let me tell you about that Hole,
in case you don't know. It is so wide that
you can't throw a pebble across it; if you
throw the pebble down the hole the sound
of it reaching the water at the bottom comes
back to you when you have forgotten that
you ever threw a peble.
" So you see how it was. I could not go
forward because of the shining shovels and
I could not hope to jump across the Hole.
I picked Littlegreeks up in my arms just as
he was reaching the ground and carried
him the four or five paces to the edge of
the Hole. The shovels say my intention and
paused in their advance. Littlegreeks saw
my intention and started screaming like a
stupid monkey that has been trapped with
a handful of mealie grains in a gourd.
"I looked at his frightened coward's
eyes and felt humiliated for having fought
a woman. I felt more humiliated that I was
just about to throw a woman down that
Hole.
"But Littlegreeks kept on screaming at
his friends to drop their shovels, and they
did, and I dropped Littlegreeks - on the
ground not down the Hole.

"HOWEVER, THIS WAS OT the end of the
matter. I had committed the biggest sin a
man can commit; I had raised my hand
against a white man and so the mine police
who had been attracted by the commotion
marched me off to the lock-up in the compound. Here I had time to think about this
and how to get out of it.
"I knew that if I appeared before the
magistrate on the following morning I
would be put in prison for a long time.
You know the common saying: Prison is
the home of all men, but I can assure you
that no man ever willingly goes to that
home. I tried very hard but I could not
think of a way of escaping.
"Later in the evening two of the mine
police - they sent two I think because
they were not sure I could not overpower

one - came to escort me to the private
house across the courtyard of the compound. The moon was full and the sky
was clear even at the home-in-lavl of a dog.
And I thought to myself: Even if I overpower these two hounds of the Great Place
I cannot get far without being caught for
there is no darkness to hide me.
"They opened the door of the private
house for me and I pushed the bolt from
the inside. When I had finished what I had
gone to do there I saw suddenly, as if I
had been struck by lightning, the manner
of my escape which was like this:
" I pushed the bucket, it was full, through
the trap door at the back. But the bucket
fell on its side and dirtied the ground behind the compound. Fortunately the police
standing outside the door of the private
house did not hear the noise of the falling
bucket for the men in the compound were
dancing, singing, and keeping time by
clapping their hands - and you know how
much noise that makes.
"I went out by the head through the
hole one squats on and then through the
trap door on the other side - the trap door
that the Baca people use for removing the
buckets; but not without a mighty struggle
for you can see how big I am; and not
without getting dirty from all the smelly
waste that had fallen out of the bucket; but
I did not mind; a man, if he is going to be
a man, nlust undergo such trials.
"As soon as I was standing outside I
said, 'My shins what did you ever do
for me?' And I can tell you that day my
shins worked as they had never worked
before. I~unning, then, in that bright moon
which turned night into day, I expected
to be shot down at any moment. But I got
away safely. I sometimes wonder what ever
happened to those guards for they were
black men like me and the owners of the
mine must have thought they had conspired
with me to let me escape. As you well kno\v,
My Son, white men can never think straight;
they always see what is not there. Thus it
is sometimes easy to deceive them.
" Anyway in three months I had walked
to Cape Tovm. I did not dare go by train
in case they had sent my description up
and down by the wire and I did not dare
go to my home because that is where they
would look first for me - anyway all my
money, about £15 in the gold sovereigns
you never see in these days, was locked up
in my kilt \vith my belongings.
"The manner of my getting tu Cape
Town is a story I shall tell you later, if you
want to hear it. The important thing is that
I was never caught. In Cape Town I even
changed my name and never wrote home,
so that in time I came to be forgotten and
five years later I returned to my home.
"Now, I am sure, you want to know
why I am telling you this story. Well, it's
like this: At home it is my name that is
on the preaching plan to give today's sermon and this is the story I would have told
'the people of the Lord in an effort to show
them that if you have outwitted the Devil
you should never remain to discuss the
matter with him - if you can.

Portuguese students
sIR,-Having been represented at the first Conference of Portuguese Students Abroad which
took place in Brussels between February 19th
and 21st this year, we are sending you the Final
Declaration of the Conference in the hope that
it may be published in your paper, if not in its
entirety at least some extracts.
We emphasise the importance of this being
the first time in the forty years of Salazar's
dictatorship that Portuguese students have been
able to meet in freedom.
The Committee is sure that the publication of
this document can help to clarify public opinion
internationally of the hopes of the Portuguese
students in their own country and abroad.
JOSE LARA JO
Secreta'ry, Portuguese Students Association
Committee in Great Britain, lIB Bromley Grove
Shortlands, Kent, England
[Space pennits us to print only this extract:
The large nU1nber of expulsions from
Portuguese unive1"sities, the colonial war, the
anti-den'locratic poli~ies of the Salazar Government and the 1nediocrity of Portuguese education
hcrve forced many Portuguese students to leave
the country. But our meeting was not convened
with the sole aim of solving the problems which
arise fronz our exile.
ft We also wish to give all ou?" support to the
struggle of Portuguese students for freedom of
association, an integral part of the fight of our
people for democracy, against the colonial warand for the complete independence of our country
from foreign econontic, political and military
control. Also in these last few years, the fascist
character of the Portuguese dictatorship, which
1nurdered General Humberto Delgado, has ret: ealed itself in a particularly violent form when
seeking to crush the stntggle for independence
of the peoples of Guinea and Cape Verde, S.
Tome and Prince, Mozambique and Angola. We
strongly condemn the colonial war, and hold
Salazar and those who support him responsible
for the deaths which this war is causing amongst
the peoples of the colonies and also a1nongst our
own people. We also hold his regin'le responsible
for the increasingly dependent situation in which
Portugal is being placed by this war. - EDITOR]
t(

Frontier
SIR,-Thank you very much for your letter
giving me the names and addresses of those
people to whom you are sending FRONTIER on
our behalf. I should be very interested to hear of
what is happening to them from time to time.
rd like to take this opportunity of saying how
important I think your magazine is both in
showing the way in which art and literature are
flourishing and in being able to get across to
South Africa that there is still some humanism
left in the world.
NATALIE REI
277 Trinity Road, London, S.W.18, England
[So far 62 subscriptions have been donated.
We have several hundred names and addresses of
fighters against apartheid in South Africa to
whom we are hoping to send FRONTIER - see
p. 82. - EDITOR]
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Canon Collins's
Apologia
John Grigg
Faith Under Fire by Canon L. Juhn Collins
(Leslie Frewin, 40s)
WHEl THE PERFORMANCE of Christians in
the 20th century is assessed by historians,
the name of Canon John Collins \vill stand
out among the few that are of real and
lasting importance, while nearly all the
ecclesiastics whose rank was more exalted in
their day \vill have faded into oblivion.
Though his motto could be that of the
Conservative Party in the recent British
election - " Action, not Words " - he has
now been prevailed upon to write an account
of his ministry. And very interesting it is.
He writes with lucidity and verve, and his
story throws much light upon the Christian
religion, upon contempvrary politics, ana
upon his own character.
Having known him fairly \veIl for a number of years, and co-operated in some of his
activities, I have thought of him as a youngish man, or at any rate a middle-aged man
of roughly my 'own vintage. If I had paused
to reflect I would have known better, and
in fact I remember being rather surprised
when he once mentioned that Mervyn
Stockwood, Bishop of Southwark, had been
his pupil at Cambridge. But it came as a
shock when I read that he was ordained in
1928 (when I was only four). Such is his
vitality, and so free is he frum any of the
affectations of seniority, that it is hard to
believe he is in his sixties and has been a
clergyman for nearly forty years. Age is,
indeed, a most unreliable criterion of intellectual, even of physical, vigour, and John
Collins makes nonsense of the fashionable
cult of youth.
As an ordinand he showed promise of a
brilliant, conventional career, but before long
he was deviating from the strait path that
leads to preferment. By 1939 he was a
Christian Socialist, holding - as he still
holds - that a society based 'vn the profit
motive could not be a Christian society; and
after the explosion of the atom bombs in
1945 his already mounting horror at the

excesses of modem war turned to a state of
near-pacifism (thuugh he has never become
an out-and-out pacifist).
As a wartime chaplain in the RAF he
came into conflict with authority, but also
discovered himself and acquired a technique
of ministration which he has, since applied in
wider contexts. The key to his approach is
that Christian witness should spread outwards from a small cell of dedicated crusaders, and that it should take in the whole 'uf
life - i.e. the problems of society as well
as the problems of the individual. In his
view, the Church should "stay out of
politics" only in the sense that it should
not form a Church party; in every other
sense he believes that the Church should be
deeply involved in p'ulitics.
While heartily agreeing with him on that
general point, I have not always been able
to share his specific political judgments. For
instance, I think he has been fundamentally
mistaken on the subject of nuclear \veapons
(which, I would argue, are the safest, not the
most dangerous, that the human race has
developed, because they are the least likely
to be used). And I also fail to understand
hu\v he can reconcile his belief in State
Socialism (not at all what F. D. Mauriee,
the founder of Christian Socialism, had in
mind) with his antipathy to coercion. But on
many other matters, and particularly on
race relations, I find his political attitude
wholly congenial.
which are very
rarely seen together - the probing intellect
of a d'un, the idealism of an early Christian,
and the organising ability of a top business
executive. His biggest practical achievement
so far has been Christian Action, which he
launched at Oxford at the end of 1946 and
which, since he became a Canon of St.
Paul's in early 1949, has been run from the
basement of his house in Amen Court. This
interdenominational " cell" has been active
in many different directions, its most fam'uus
work being to raise money for the victims of
oppression in Southern Africa. Today, the
Christian Action Defence and Aid Fund is
banned by the South African Government,
but is recognised by the UN and has received contributions from many gvvemments (though not yet, alas, from the British
Government) as well as countless individuals.
John Collins has made enemies, both
among worldly people who resent his idealism, and among idealists who resent his
worldly wisdum. A man of his ability is
expected to be either a powerful layman, or
a Prince of the Church working in close
accord with the established secular powers.
His peculiarity - and his glory - is that
he has devoted his talents to the service of
Truth and Right, as he is given to see them,
in disregard of his own career. But his insights, original as they are, are not exactly
revulutionary. The supreme merit of his
thinking, which emerges quite clearly in the
book, is that it respects and retains much
that is best in the traditions of orthodox
Christianity.
HE COMBINES QUALITIES

utlines

Margaret Roberts

Af1·ican Trade Unions by loan Davies (Penguin
African Library, 5s)
The Economics of Underdeveloped Countries by
Jagdish Bhagwati (World University Library,
12s 6d)
African Outline by Margery Perham (O.V.P.,
6s 6d)
Christ and the New Nations by Martin JarrettKerr (S.P.C.K., 6s 6d)
African Triumph by lane G. WaIters (George
Allen & Unwin, 5s)
IF THERE IS ONE QUALITY which more than any
other makes a good political writer, it is the
ability to generalise successfully to draw
convincing conclusions on the basis of quoted
evidence. Of these five authors, Martin J arrettKerr is most impressive in this respect; his book
is, perhaps surprisingly, the most readable of the
five, because his case is carefully built up on the
basis of his own and others' experience. It is
a plea for "the imagination to feel with the
outstretched hand of the (non-Western) recipients
of aid what the gifts we give them really
weigh ".
In a sense, this is the point of all these books.
loan Davies has read widely and clearly knows
a great deal about African trade unions; but his
book leaves the impression that his very obtrusive opinions were formed before the evidence
was collected. Too many of his conclusions are
unsupported by evidence other than his own
hypotheses. Obviously he cannot be blamed, for
example, for the fact that his book went to press
before the Ghana coup. But since he appears to
have relied for most of his information about
the Ghana trade unions on the opinions of its
TUC General Secretary, John Tettegah - who,
following the coup, denounced the former government's treatment of the unions - it is hardly
surprising that his remarks on Ghana are often
quite unconvincing. He is much too keen on glib
categories: Nigerian unionism shows "massive
apathy", whereas this condition has been" formally abolished" in Ghana. While it may be
objected that such briefly stated examples are
quoted out of context, they do indicate a doctrinaire espousal, regardless of the evidence, of the
stated objectives of the most rigid one party
states in Africa.
Similarly, Mr. Davies falls into the old error,
common to the far left and the far right, ·that
Africa's problems are entirely the creation of
foreign cold warriors - in Mr. Davies's case
the villian being American imperialism through
the ICFTU - and that Africans are incapable
of making their own successes and failures. One
of his own conclusions makes the point, perhaps
unconsciously: "there is just a chance that, if
left to themselves, Africans will be able to
develop the kind of unions that suit their
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particular stages of development". (My italics.)
This would seem to indicate precious little confidence in an Africa left to itself. In an introduction, the serieg' Editor, Mr. Segal neatly
expresses the current dilemma for African unionism - an indigenous dilemma which is remarkably little illuminated by Mr. Davies, perhaps
because he is so busy looking for non-African
scapegoats.
PROFESSOR BHAGWATI, BY CO 'TRAST, has written
an extremely solid reference manual on the
causes and effects of poverty in the developing
world, the role of international trade and aid in
fighting it, and some of the political considerations which affect economic relations between the
rich and the poor countries. It contains very
little that is new or remarkable, and virtually no
opinions. Yet he skirts none of the issues of
international controversy, such as the attachment
of "strings" to aid, the relative efficiency of
authoritarianism and democracy in raising the
standard of living, and the Marxist approach to

Removing
Misconceptions
Rayrnond Kunene

African Outline by Paul Bohannan (Penguin
African Library)

o co TI E T has so fully absorbed world
interest in recent years as Africa. Not only because of the political changes of the independence
era, but also because of the large quantity of
unknown facts that have been unearthed.
Interestingly enough the very Europe that a few
years ago saw Africa as a land of savages and
wild animals is now frantically producing data
to refute its own previous assumptions. But as
Paul Bohannan observes there are -still deep
cultural prejudices in the European population
in spite of the vast change in scientific data
about Africa and Africans.
Paul Bohannan claims that the "African
culture shares more of its traits, its history, its
social organisation with Europe than Asia shares
with Europe. . . ." This is a highly subjective
point of view. For one thing the social organisation in Asia and Africa are more akin. In the
latter continent social organisation is traditionally of a communal character with \veaker feudal
traditions whereas in Asia the feudal organisation was or is much more deeply entrenched.
In Europe on the other hand a communal
organisation and consequently communal ethic
has never been the primary fonn of social
organisation. Even creeds like Christianity and
socialism which initially constituted the core of
the communal ethic have been turned into
bureaucratic dogmas.
So Europe lacking any communal experience
goes rushing to theoretical solutions propounded
by individual social scientists. No wonder the
psychiatrist (equivalent to the diviner) has assumed such importance. No wonder hospitals
are crowded with individuals who with a bit of
communal contact would have survived the shock
of isolation. But Europe still lies to itself -and
believes that all this is inherent in the nature of
industrialism and therefore has in it a superior

interest rates. The chief value of the book lies
in its simplification of economists' language which he uses but clearly explains - and in
bringing together all the factors necessary to an
appraisal of the massive question of development.
But in view of the care which has gone into the
preparation of the volume, it is astonishing that
most of the sta tistics used relate to the 1950's, so
that many of the excellent figures and tables
given are nearly ten years out of date.
MARGERY PERHAM'S African Outline is
based upon a series of BBC Third Programme
talks. It is very disappointing. She seems to be
groping towards an explanation of African
perhaps because she feels a
" racialism" current European" disillusionment" with Africa.
But it is not convincing. On the one hand, she
underrates the sense of African solidarity inherent in the struggle against the southern white
regimes: leaders like Dr. Julius Nyerere do not,
as she implies, adopt militant postures simply
in order to preserve their authority with the
DAME

value. Confusion worse confounded: the individuals become units with no social obligations
to each other; the old are discarded in old age
homes to spend their last years in the isolation
of open "prisons," the orphaned and "illegitimate" are thrown away into orphanages as outcasts who are grudgingly maintained by nongovernmental institutions.
All this is relevant in a discussion of Mr.
Bohannan's book. For in his discussion of the
cultural aspects of African life it gradually becomes clear that not only must Europe correct
its prejudices but it must seek out scientists
steeped in the tradition of African social solu~
tions. Indeed Africa must send social missionaries to the young but technologically advanced
Europe.
Mr. Bohannan faces a dilemma; for while he
sees the need to demolish many misconceptions
about Africa (and does so successfully), he cannot accept in himself the grea t havoc caused by
colonialism. This is of course the limitation of
the culturist approach to Africa. Mr. Bohannan
states: "The essence of colonialism is that there
are always two, often opposed, ways of looking at
the power system . . .: one is of the colonising
power and the other represents the views of the
colonised peoples. The two viewpoints grow
naturally and silently out of different cultural
(my italics) vie"wpoints and goals." This is surely
a shoddy way of looking at the problem of
colonial occupation. Even if the two peoples were
of the same cultural tradition the conflict would
be inevitable as indeed was the case between th
English and the Irish.
Developing his thesis to ridiculous extremes,
the author states in the same chapter: "In an
African colony, then, the political and economic
situation was assessed by the European rulers in
tenus of European culture." It is regrettable that
Mr. Bohannan fails to give a deeper scientific
evaluation of the Mau-Mau. For surely the MauMau was a movement based on a real grievance
- the land. The fact that religious symbols,
animal sacrifices, became the core of the movement illustrates clearly how highly superstitious
people become when they have to risk their lives.
Examples abound in the world of similar practices celebrated according to different traditions.
Mr. Bohannan claims that since the number of
the people who can be considered characteristically negroid is so small, the negro population must
have increased in only "a few thousand years
from an extremely small original population."
One might contend that there are three types of

masses; they are as genuinely committed as any.
On the other hand, by suggesting that racialism
provides the cement of national and Pan-African
unity, because of the failure of African nationalism to do the job, she adduces a more cynical
and sinister motive which does not exist. It is
hard to escape the conclusion that she does not
understand the phenomenon she tries to describe.
She appears herself to be a victim of the current
mood of disillusionment with Africa's course;
and much of her book is a strongly implied
rebuke to Africa to get into perspective the
history of colonialism and racialism to which it
is now in a state of reaction. The result is a
sometimes rather plaintive muddle.
WALTERS HAS WRITTEN a series of ten
sketches of Africans, mainly American Africans,
who have made a contribution to the dignity and
advance of their race. Many were born in
slavery, one recalls the horror of capture in
Africa as a boy of eleven. The style is childlike, fairly charming and moralistic.
•

JANE

continent ; major, mid and minor. In the major
continents - Africa, early America, Australia,
Asia's Soviet area there is a sparsity of
population precisely because birth rate falls
wherever a population's mobility is spread over
India,
a vast area. In the mid-continents China - the area of expansion though vast does
not allow for an almost limitless expansion.
Therefore settlements accumulate within the
given area resulting in big populations. In the
minor-continent of Europe the space is so
limited that populations quickly accumulate giving a density far in excess of the size of the
areas. This in itself produces a competitiveness
for occupiable land and other natural resources
which bring about a high sense of property
possession, etc. The fact that we can substitute
Negro for American Indians and still maintain
Mr. Bohannan's theses about the relative size
and age of the American Indian population in
itself makes us question the validity of the
theory.
The book is at its weakest when it deals with
African religion. The author concentrates on the
magical-ritualistic aspects of the African religion
and confuses ritualistic variations in each
" tribe" with what constitutes religion. African
religion is a philosophical justification of the
communal form of organisation. The ancestors
are ceremoniously reunited with the living so
that the integrity of the community is maintained
and sanctified. All else becomes symbolic of
communal ethic; even the so-called godlings
would b found to be symbolic figures of the
past. The very Pyramids of Egypt are an
elaborate restatement of the continuity of life
\vith all its earthly qualities. In this sense the
Greek gods were also elevated individuals who
had displayed qualities the early communities
considered praiseworthy. No wonder that the
Europeans are baffled by the secularism in
African religion. The individual is responsible to
the community and his virtues and vices are
decided on their positive or negative influence on
society. Sin, therefore, is not as in the mystical
Christian systems against a supernatural being,
but against society. This alone explains what
apparently baffles Mr. Bohannan and others the absence of dogma. From practical experience
th~ African traditional religion vindicated life
and relegated to the background elaborate mystical speculation about life after death.
With the modifications suggested, the book
would do well as a text-book for schools to
eliminate various misconceptions about Mrica. •
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Johannesburg,
April 1966

2.

Death at the Flamingo

typically S'0uth African - warm to cool with
scattered showers and thunderstorms in some parts of the count~y.
And inside Flamingo Nightspot in Fordsburg, Johannesburg, hfe
was as cheerful as it could best be. The nearly-200 patrons were
swinging and twisting their hips feverishly,. darting. backwards
and forwards, to the beat tune of the pulsatIng mUSIC from the
band.
In fact the Saturday evening was, at least inside .this hall~ so
guod that the unsuspecting happy "~ite-lifTers" carned on right
into the small hours 'uf the next mornIng. No one - not even the
stars above - could have known what was about to happen.
Suddenly as the clock stood at about 2.?0. a.m. the. door 'uf
the hall swung open with a terrific bang hIttIng the brIck wall.
The enthusiastic, hilarious crowd of smartly-dressed young men and
women and their band stopped with equal, abrupt suddennes.s.
Almost everybody in the hall spun roun~ towards the d?'vr. SIX
policemen - four Whites and two AfrIcans - burst Into the
hall. They had with them a barking police dog. It was on a
leash.
The White policeman who held the dog ~ent straight on to
the stage, had a cursory exchange uf words wIth the c~ub owner
before announcing that the evening was over a.nd ordenn~ everybody to disperse. He advanced to the crowd, hIS dog snarhng and
barking at the people before him. The panic-stricken crowd. sur.ged
forward to the door and began to scramble duwn the staIrs Into
the street below.
Then there was disaster. The crush and the terror were too
great. Some of them fell on their faces on the stairs. Ten young
pe'uple were trampled to death in a stampede which can .b~st be
described as a miniature Sharpeville. Eleven others were Injured.
They included a young man who was. shot in the stomach and
a girl whose breast was lacerated by a police dog.
While police entered the hall with one dog~ two othe~s. we~e
kept in readiness outside in the street. Pohce autho~It1eS In
Johannesburg and Pretoria have, huwever, told the nation ~hat
the allegations made by eye-witnesses soon a~ter the. homble
incident are all "infamous lies." Their story IS that It was a
drunken uncontrollable, crowd and that the police went into
the han' to arrest a criminal who had committed housebreaking.
And that as police entered the hall, the " drunken " cruwd stoned
them.
At one stage they said that only one dog was used upstairs
but this was later retracted. Not surprisingly, the police have also
threatened eye-witnesses who spoke to the Press soon after the
incident with perjury charges.
Demands from Mrs. Helen Suzman, lone Progressive Party
MP and the Press for a judicial, not departmental, inquiry have
bee~ rebuffed by ilie Guvernment and the nation told it need
not worry because an inquest would be held!
THE WEATHER WAS

will give evidence even at
the inquest as all those who saw and survived the fatal stampede
have told "infamous lies" and are now living under the shadow
of impending perjury charges. Although the stampede happe?ed
two months ago, even this nation is still waiting for the promIsed
inquest and meanwhile the hunt for " drunken," "uncuntrollable"
and" housebreaking criminals" continue almost daily.
It is all part of a general plan engineered by the Rand's police
chief (Brigadier Louis Steyn) to "clean" Johannesburg of all
" criminals" - unemployed Africans and all those whose passes
are, for one reason or another, not in order.
..
In its shameless, crude nakedness the cvncerted campaIgn whIch
began last November means pre-dawn raids by large police contingents of African homes in the townships; midnight swoops on
Africans who live in suburban Johannesburg's backyards with their
legally married wives or their girl-friends, employed by w~ite
householders as in-living domestic servants. It also means harrassIng
and humiliating Africans in the streets demanding passes from them
alm'ust daily.
No doubt there are criminals in Johannesburg, as there are in
any community anywhere in the world. But the immorality and
ugliness of this drive is that because of its political nature it aims
only at the deprived section 'uf the entire society, for more reasons
than simply the checking of crime. There has never been any
suggestion, 'vf course, that the root causes of crime will be looked
into.
The figures began to mount late last year, when 300 Africans
were arrested when a 200-strong police task force launched a blitz
within central Johannesburg on November 5. Then 700 Africans
were arrested in a large-scale pre-dawn raid of African townships
soon after Xmas. Police went from house to h'vuse in their search
for" criminals". There was a midnight raid in which 1,300 police
in Johannesburg's flatland arrested 900 Africans in February and in
yet another midnight swoop on the suburbs 993 Africans were
detained on March 2, 1966. The raids go on in Port Elizabeth and
Cape T'vwn, t o o . .
.
Almost in all cases, the Afncans were charged for trespaSSIng,
vagrancy and failing to produce passes. The dogs are there, and the
police in their hundreds.
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We know truth
not only
by reason
D. E. STEWARD

EVERY CULTURE has its heartlands, a
locale of its quintessence, its microcosm.
In Spain it is the Andaluz, in S<;andinavia the. boreal regions, in America the
mythical Centerville of the midwestem
plains. In South Africa it is Kimberley,
at the Big Hole from which modern,
industrialised South Africa began.
Dr. Arthur Letele was from Kimberley. That he died recently in dusty
Maseru under the eroded mountains of
Basutoland is unj ust.
He died a most distinct victim of
apartheid. Former treasurer of the African National Congress, he was a Treason
Trial defendant. But first he was medical doctor, the doctor who tended those
nearly fifty Africans shot dead or
wounded in the Kimberley Riots of
1952. He lived his last years in fear
and intense reflection in his Maseru
exile. The relentless possibility of kidnap
and his almost saintly awareness of
the problems of his people left him no
peace. He had made his decision, like
that of his much more famous compatriot, Albert Lutuli, to remain in .S6uth
Africa, when he passed up an opportunity to escape to Bechuanaland the first
night of the Treason Trial arrests. And
.like Lutuli today, he existed in the
political void of a supervised exile. But
unlike Lutuli's stirring example to all
the world through his sheer existence,
Dr. Letele was abandoned in exile with
little more than his private compassion.
I first saw Dr. Letele in his surgery
on a brilliant October afternoon two
years ago. He thoughtfully gave me
twenty minutes or so, taking a short
respite from the dozens of Basotho
patients who waited outside for consul-

a

tation. He was soft, gentle, almost droll,
but he was also the sort of presence
which made me timid about taking the
chair he offered me. His eyes were
quizzical and tired as he patiently bore
my inanities - it was exactly my fifth
day in Southern Africa. But I left him
that first time with more than a glimmering of what he and what his nation's
tragedy were all about.
After living near Cape Town for six
months, I came to Maseru again and this
time spent a long evening with Dr.
Letele in the home of friends. In a \vay
the whole evening had been arranged
for our conversation, but in the careful
modes of recognition and identification
which are so necessary in South African
underground politics, I was suspect simply because I was an American. Yet
after over an hour of generalities and
bantering we fixed on each other, sitting
alt opposite ends of a couch in the corner
of the room. Three hours or more later
I rose to leave after the single most profound experience I had in all my time
in Africa.
Cecil Rhodes began his empire in
Kimberley and Arthur Letele began his
life's profession in Kimberley: concern
for his fellow man and the practising of
an awareness of' the university of life. If
Dr. Letele had been born of a milder
culture he would have spent his life
in simple kindness, but he was thrown
into the flux of' modern South Africa, a
black man.
with him he
was nervous and his forehead was deeply
furrowed. His face was a map of the
THE NIGHT I LAST TALKED

awareness of the VICIOUS realities of
apartheid. Yet he was hopeful, much
more optimistic in terms of time than I
sensed he had any reason for being. He
seemed to have a deepening belief that
it was just impossible for the agony of
his people to go on for very much
longer. That belief must have been a
nonregressable cumponent of his profound compassion.
He spoke of these things in the terms
of a revolutionary, for indeed his second
profession in life was that of a political
revolutionary - and he had travelled
widely both in the East and in the West.
But he was not of the common breed of
revolutionaries; there was nothing of the
justifier in his make-up. He was a pacific
man who knew only too well that his
impacted society could not revise itself
solely by good thoughts.
He talked of racialism that might in
a more compact and conclusive manner
than I have ever heard any man talk of
it. He was still able to forgive the
Afrikaner and the English-speaker in
South Africa for what they had done and
what they were doing to his people.
This was the only instance in which he
~ver spoke to me of race; all else was
in terms of "we South Africans," and
cc all South Africans."
He talked with manifest hope of his
country's future role in the world, of the
wonder of South Africa, of its wide
potentials. He seemed to refuse to expect the worst for his country and intimated that we would soon meet again
under what he called "happier circumstances," but I knew very well that
what he hoped was to soon be able to
walk with me, talking through the
streets of his beloved Kimberley.
We parted and that was all. But he
is dead now; dead long before the
amelioration of the agony of his people.
There is no doubt that the grotesque
circumstances of apartheid killed Dr.
Letele. He was a magnificent negation of
Nietzsche's old cyncism that," ... nobody dies nowaday of fatal truths: there
are too many antidotes to them." Dr.
Althur Letele died of a fa tal truth as
surely as any man ever has.
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The Triple
Challenge
before Ghana
Part 2

AUSTERITY,
PARTICIPATION
AND DIALOGUE

REGINALD
HERBOLD
GREEN

These are the vital
needs that Ghana's
leaders must
satisfy now

THE WELL ORGA ISED and powerful market women - who have,
however, profited from and probably profiteered 'un short crops
- have been hit by import controls and by the growing role of
the Ghana .. ational Trading Corporation. By 1965 the latter
had become the largest importing unit and a successful commercial
operation with a 25 % return on capital. Any type of socialism or
social democracy is anathema to the few thousand market women
with £500-£5,000 net incomes. They appear to dominate their
associations and also - regrettably - the CPP national women's
organisation.
The food farmer, the new labour force entrant, the lower middle
class (skilled workers, artisans, new middle school teachers, lower
civil servants) and, counting free public services, the typical wage
earners are marginally to appreciably better off in 1966 than they
were in 1960 but all of these groups had expected far more rapid
increases in their standards of living. However, both these groups
and a substantial portion of the elite might well have accepted the
necessity of austerity in the interests of development if the rationale
behind it had been made clearer and there had been seen equality
of sacrifices.
Despite valiant efforts by Planning, Statistical Office and
Treasury civil servants (in reports and policy speech drafts) and
occasional sound (but often too technical) newspaper feature series
the true nature of the case for restraining present consumption and
for higher taxes has not been made clearly and convincingly so far
as most Ghanaians are concerned. Broad platitudes and denunciations alternating with sophisticated economic analysis will not
serve.
Even more critical, there has not been equality of sacrifice. A
conspicuous handful have waxed rich at le.ast substantially through
manipulation of controls, nepotism, access to official patronage, and
outright corruption. That this is no part of President Nkrumah's
or the CPP's policy is no longer an effective answer. The widespread
involvement of the relations of politicians and officials in lucrative
trading made possible by favouritism in allocations and the narrow by West African but not Ghanaian standards - growing
corruption of Ministry, state corporation, and Party officials revealed
by the Abraham Commission have aroused intense anger parallel
to the 1961 "one man, one house, one car" populist outcry which
shook the establishment and contributed to hasty tax reforms and
intensive (if unfortunately not sustained) efforts to root out corruption and conflict of interest cases. Unless" the rascals" - including certain key CPP and Cabinet figures - are eliminated
root and branch and this action is seen to be serious and lasting,
continued support for CPP goals (as outlined in the 1962 manifesto
Toward Work and Happiness and in the 1964-69 Plan) may well
turn into vehement reaction against the Party and government for
betraying them.
The alliance of merchants with corrupt, nepotistic, or favouritistic
elements in the state and party structures and the continued massive
spending on useful and prestigious but scarcely urgent proj ects do
not set an example of equitable sharing of necessary austerity. (The
Accra-Tema expressway, reconstruction of Accra airport, the hotelhousing-office-assembly complex rushed through for OAU conference initial use, and five lavish new buildings at the University
of Ghana have eaten up nearly £15 million, three VC-IO's another

£10 million, and - one of the rarer cases of sheer waste - two
frigates nearly £9 million or £34 million which could well have
been deferred at least five years.) Unless seen equity in sacrifice,
seen economy in prestige spending, and seen integrity by the entire
political elite are attained rapidly the national will to act in support
of development, the efficiency of the governmental structure, and
the socio-political base of government authority could disintegrate
rapidly. Already continued failure to act effectively on this front
raises disquieting echoes of Milovan Djilas' New Class, Renee Du
Mont's political-bureaucratic bourgeoisie, Dick Sklar's (Nigerian)
political class, and Frantz Fanon's Damnes de La Terre vision of
an apocalyptic reaction against the entire relatively privileged
political, administrative, intellectual, business elite.
These spectres are rendered more frightening because the sense
of open, mass participation which once marked CPP politics and
government has been lost.
U TIL 1957 THE CCP was a mass party whose unifying goal,
attaining the political kingdom, knit together men of divergent
aims. Until 1960 - and perhaps 1962 - some unity was
maintained under the slogan National Reconstruction. The 1962
appearance of Work and Happiness, a widely popular nondoctrinaire socialist blueprint for national development, could
have served as a basis of party rej uvenation and popular involvement. In fact, since 1961, attention has increasingly focussed on
the structure of the Party and "wing" organisations (labour,
farmers, youth, students, women). There have been cunfused
gropings toward a unifying ideology without regard to maintaining
effective mass membership, let alone involving it in the discussion.
In the event, the CPP has become a party hierachy without a
base and with ideological divisions as great as ever. Vague slogans
create an illusion of unity but cluse reading of the four Accra
papers shows a range from conservative African Fabianism mixed
with economic nationalism, to vehement, ultra-orthodox MarxismLeninism-Stalinism-Maoism. Meanwhile of a total of Party/Wing
membership of 2,500,000 probably no more than 50,000 have
participated (even in mass meetings 'or rallies) since 1962, no
more than 10,000 have been active in Party posts and perhaps
200 have played significant roles in making Party policy.
Further, the Party has never been fully integrated into the
governmental structure. This is partly because it was not fully
trusted by the President (let alone the Cabinet-Civil ServiceArmed Forces) and partly because Ghana's government was not
a one man band (as opposed to Malawi) and President Nkrumah
felt the need to balance conflicting state apparatus and Party
groups against vne another. The result, unfortunately, has tended
to be immobilisme, with the Cabinet largely composed of old
line CPP politicians. Many had basically conservative reactions
to change, high levels of self interest, and rather modest intellectual
or administrative competences. The advisory and journalist
entourage centred in Flagstaff House tends per contra to be exceedingly radical in tone, nebulous in proposals, and ill informed in
practice.
Effective popular involvement is greatly hampered by the
incompetence, corruption, unpopularity, and (justified) fear of
public rejection of many of the Cabinet and of the entourage.
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liament is an exceedingly representative body. The contrast with
Ghanaian realities should be appalling to any CPP or state official
truly committed to the published aims and principles of his
Party and government.
The Civil Service has come to occupy an increasingly anomalvus
position. Its overall level of competence is for higher than that
of most politicians and political appointees. Many of the most
able civil servants are in broad agreement with the strategy '\)f
Toward Wark and Happiness and of the Plan and have substantial
but variable - influence on substantive policy decisions.
However, these men are basically technocrats, repelled by the
lack of competence, integrity, and vision they feel characterises
all but a few of the political elite. They are increasingly doubtful
whether the Party and government are any longer capable of 'vr
even seriously committed to their own stated aims and principles.
As a result they are withdrawn from political life, failing to add
the leaven of intelligence, insight, and practicality (all desperately
needed) which their participation could supply.
Three specific threats to Ghana's development and stability arise
from lack of broad participation. First, because the thrust of
Ghanaian policy is such as tu alienate entrenched interests, it is
basically untenable without broad support. An elite interest coalition
(like the Parti Democratique Ivoirien) can operate in a setting of
public discontent and distrust; a mass oriented body like the CPP
does so at great peril.
Second, the growing feeling that rule is by a narrow self-selected
and self-serving elite, creates growing cynicism and perpetuates the
colonial heritage of distrust of the state and of all aetivity not
directly serving ones own interests. This is a hopeless atmosphere
for attaining the willing and willed austerity needed for development.
Third, lack of dependable or comprehensive information, combined with both real and fancied evidence of incompetence and corruption, causes the government to be blamed both for the inescap-

Some - like Nathaniel Welbeck, CPP administrative officer and
Minister of Information and Propaganda - are hamhanded, stupid
men who do more damage to the government and Party image
than the entire exiled opposition. Others, like the now cashiered
Minister for Trade Dr. Dj inn, have a long record of ruinuus
incompetence and "mysterious" growth in personal wealth, both
contributing to the nature and intensity vf the austerity challenge.
Able and dedicated ministers like Kofi Baako (Civil Defence),
K. Amoaka-Atta (Finance), and Mrs. Susanna AI-Hassan (Social
Welfare) are not lacking. But they do not set the tone or image.
Parliament not an important political arena since the
1952-54 session - is virtually moribund. The 1965 attempt
to create a more broadly based parliament with members from
all major geographic, cultural, and 'uccupational groupings, was
turned into a revealing display of the fears and powers of entrenched mediocrity. The central CPP organs (dominated by
sitting MP's) calmly nominated virtually all old members, a
number of new Party-entourage members more noted for praise
singing than incisive thought, and a few competent academicj'\)urnalistic members.
THE CPP's FAILURE is perhaps best seen against the achievements
. of T ANU: a party with aims and programmes relatively similar
to those of Work and Happiness and a. comparable level of participation and organisation at independence. T ANU and the
Tanzanian government have been effectively integrated, and participation in Party and state decision making - down tu the
village level - has been growing in overall quantity and effectiveness. The Party-government image is dominantly one of honesty,
energy, concern, and openness. 1965's constitutional reforms were
widely discussed before and during their formulation, and the
1965 electi'\)n was a clear demonstration of the possibility of a
competitive, participatory One Party election. The resultant Par-

writers should be blamed for immaturity on a
first book when non-Africans get by. "This is
by an African therefore it has to be better ' i
as stupid 'as " therefore it need not be as good",

•
's are soon to publish a collection of
new writing from Nsukka - poetry, drama and
fiction by students of the University of igeria
(and a selection will be featured here in advance
of publication). No drought there, of writers or
a publisher. While Black Orpheus appears less
frequently, Ibadan University is to publish an
ew Writing, the first in
occasional African
about September next year, The editors are
Professor Desmond Maxwell and Christopher
Okigbo, both prominent (with S. B. Bushrui) in
Ibadan University and Nelson's W. B. Yeats Centenary Essays a cosmopolitan collection with
only Okigbo's " Lament of the Masks", 'a praisesong on Yeats in the Yoruba tradition, speaking 1
of the poet in an African voice. From the same
imprint have come Af1'ica in the N meteenth and
Twentieth Centuries, "a handbook for teachers
and students" edited by Jos ph C. Anene and
Godfrey N. Brown and a companion volume A
Thousand Years of Wes.t African History, edited
by J. F. Ade Ajayi and 1. Espie, which will be
reviewed here by Thomas Hodgkin, in July. A
progress report on modem African historywriting by Hodgkin in the special history issue
of The Times Literary Supplement on 7th
April, provides an excellent background to these
books. It also listed techniques of research
similar to those described by his fonner pupil
Martin Legassick in T he New African, M'arch
1966 (an article which brought Legassick, who
is at the University of California, Los Angeles,
an immediate enquiry from a London publisher,
after a book on pre-1800 South Africa).
HEI EMA

East Africa Journal (pO Box 30492, Nairobi),
March, prints a discussion between Ezekiel
Mphahlele, Gerald Moore, Okot P'Bitek, Rajat
Neogy and David Rubadiri on East Africa's
literary drought. Is it a drought of writer or
willing publishers? Opinion was divided, though
the chance of the creative writer in an African
language of being published was as always
rated low. (A somewhat fantastic exception will
be the BBC's Third Programme broadcast of
Alexis Buthelezi's Italia-prizewinning play
Nokhwezi in May in Zulu, though an official
South African entry for the prize, this is to be
welcomed - provided there are no apartheid
nuances in it.) Perhaps our reviewer David
Thompson, fonnerly of the English department
at Roma, Lesotho, now of King's College,
London University, was too hard on Heinemann's
batch of new African novels last issue. Their
faith in new African novelists carries out common publishing practice of taking a chance on a
first novel for the hope it offers of real success
with its successors. Many English novels find a
publisher on this basis: it is hard that African

Longman's, London, come near the subject
with The Mfecane, A Nineteenth Century Revolution in Bantu Africa, by J. D. Omer-Cooper,
professor-elect in history in the University of
. Zambia, and formerly senior lecturer in history
at Ibadan, where he wrote the South African
chapters in the Anene-Brown volume above.

•
of British
publishing, did well out of Trevor Huddleston's
Naugh.t for Your C01nfort and Chief Luthuli's
Let My People Go is still selling well for them.
Rev. Charles Hooper, who collaborated on the
Luthuli book, also published his B1'ief Authority
with Collins, revealing the full horror of the
Afrikaner Nationalist government's reprission of
the Zeerust risings in 1957. Their subsidiary
Harvill Press are publishing the Jail Diary of
Albie Sachs, compiled from his notes and
letters after 90-day imprisonment in 1963-4 (he
has just been released after 'a further agony of
solitary confinement under the 180-day clause
which has replaced 90-days). Small wonder that
Collins's South African agents wanted to appease
white South Africa by showing" the other side",
and Douglas Brown of the right-wing, London,
Sunday Telegraph was commissioned for the
job. His book Against the World has come out to
applause from radical anti-apartheid critics like
Kenneth McKenzie (in New Society, London)
and his wife Myrna Blumberg (in The Guardian,
London), though they and other critics have
sharply disagreed with his conclusion that, as
McKenzie paraphrases it " the outside world can
and should do nothing about South Africa,
except perhaps pray". But the South Mrican
government is not even grateful for this crumb:'
the Board of Censors has banned Against the
WorId in South Africa.
•
WILLIAM CaLLI S, ONE OF THE GIANTS
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able fact that development is a long and arduous process and for
basically uncontrollable factors such as the 1963-65 food price rises
following droughts. (The Party purists and a group of foreign ideological advisors .with a remarkably poor grasp of reality added' to
the confusion in the latter case by denying the reality of the short
crops and charging profiteers with deliberate mass spoilage and
destruction of food. Not only is this patently false - and so seen by
the .public - as a basic explanation" but it diverts .attention frvm
needed policies of augmenting food production and improving
transport, storage, and distributional. faOlities.)
LACK OF PARTICIPATION is linked with the absence of any effective,
broadly inclusive, overall dialogue on national aims and policies.
The' problem is not primarily one of overt repression (although this
does exist) but rather of a failure on the part of the state and
Party to create operativnal fonuns for dialogue or to supply information and proposals on which it could be based and pf fear,
cynicism" and withdrawal OQ the pan of the p'Ublic. Of Ghana's
perhaps 200 political prisoners (not a high number compared to
Nigeria's pre coup 2,000-2,500, India's 2,000 plus but also Tanzania's IS-20) only a handful (m'ust notably the late Dr. J. B.
Danquah} have been held for eX'pressing critical views' or representing an altei"Iiative viewpoint On the contrary most have engaged iri
basically '~~versive Ot;" terrot;iStic' actio'ils. As mentioried, the. ~nge
of published viewpoints is 'wide - if skewed. The failure c;>f. ~
dialo.gue to: develop stems partly from a false; view of,' unity as
monolithicism, partly from over sophisticated and techni'?ll presen~
tations. Perha.ps. it stems most of all from the extremely shoddy
way in which ideas and positions are frequently 'expressed, and ,the
resultant (justified) fear of their authors that they could not stand up
to public discussion. ,
Ghana has been extremely ill served by a:4;)aild of hack publicists, .
journalists, and ideological adyisors, buth Ghanaian and' foreign,.
Their combination 'of .fulsome praise without ~xplanation qr
analysis, undigested and ultra-doctrinaire Marxism-Leninism and
rote blaming of all failures on treason or foreign intrigue, repels
rather than convinces, and stifles rather than stimulates discussion.
As in the Cabinet and Party there are notable exceptions but except on rare occasions - they have not succeeded in, setting the
overall tone. "
A striking illustration is the Bureau of African Affairs which ~
despite some competent staff and occasional incisiv.e analysis ~ has
repeatedly supplied the government with erroneous 'data, and
antagonized oonferences and technical working parties (in Ghana
as well as internationally) by substituting rote polemics for creative
thinking.
The exceptions suggest that in' dialogue - as in participation and
austerity - the true failure lies in implementation. President
Nkrumah's 'major addresses and most of his books are discussable,
and they set a high standard of content and presentation'. However,
much of the President's writing, like the genuinely th'oughtful
features which appear erratically in all four papers and on Radio
G'hana, is too difficult and complex to serve as the basis for truly
broad understanding or discussion.

ECONOMIC STRATEGY and policy, partly because of civil service and
university participation, has remained a fairly lively area of critical
thought and discussion. AdVocacy of laissez faire capitalism would
not be printed, but basically'anti-Marxian neo-Fabian positions and
proposals, and a substantial range of radical viewpoints, do appear.
Economic policy has been explained much' more coherently than
any other area of government endeavour, not only on a technical
level but also in breadly intelligible terms. While the parallel
stream 'Of hack adulation and polemic damages the overall results, a
basis for public understanding and discussion of economic 'strategy
and policy does exist and could fairly readily be strengthened and
expanded.
"
The one major forum for serious discussion on a broad basis is the
Institute of Public Education. Its participants are largely from the
new lower middle class. Both seminar'sessIons and addresses cum
questions have normally resulted in intelligent commentary and
discussion and sharp disapprobation for incompetence, and rote

polemics. It is unlikely tu be accidental that IPE participants (who,
alas, number perhaps 2,500 for programmes of this type) showed a
decided increase in support for national aims and a more critical
understanding of the real obstacles and official failings which
hindered their attainment between 1960 and 1965 - a pattern not
apparent elsewhere. The IPE's attempt to float a discussion quarter~
ly'is useful, but the needed broadening of dialvgue requires a basic
reconstruction of attitudes to the dissemination and criticism of
information and ideas down to the local unit level.
These internal challenges have reached a level at which their
resolution is essential to Ghana's continued progress. The civil
service can substitute its expertise fur effective Cabinet-PartyParliament policy making (and may be increasingly called upon 'to
do so) but it cannot provide information on popular demands.
Much less can it provide the mass enthusiasm needed if the price
of development is to be made bearable.
POST-COUP

CONCLUSION

What co~rses are open to the new regime i~ regard to these central
challepges:? Are its choices likely to consou"date a broad base of support or
tp lead to greater, discontent. and either' polit~cal instability or sharply
increasing repression? The ··second question clea'rly cannot be answereq
definitely. But it ,is difficult to "be optimistic, partly because of the intract~
able 'nature of some of Ghana's problems (eSpecially on the austerity front),
and partlY because of the group interests Qf $ose who made the coup and
tb-eir pote~tial core of ~ile 'supporters. and associates. In the short run a
numb~ of popular moves' are relativ~ly easy but ultimately, very senous
thinking and painful decisions will. 'be necessary.
, Austerity is a necessity, for rapid development. Possibly the new government can, alleviate it som'ewhat by' securing additional foreign aid though this, is by no means self evident. The following of a policy basically
in keeping With. the IMF recommendations (in fact this trend began a
year before the IMF' ,Mission made its proposals) was a major cause of
unpopularity. If even more stringent deflationary -and depressive measures
are the condition for IMF-OECD assistance, the price of such assistance
Will be di.scontentand possibly, mass'demonstrations.
Unless 'consumer import leVels are raised sharply it is difficult to see how
the elite calls for ~alary increases (likely to be granted) can be consistent
with even a constant level of inequality - 'let alone .avoidance of even
graver shortages of mass consumed imports. On the other hand, such an
increase 'in. consumption imports - unless achieved by rigid economy in
gove~etlt consumption and postponable investment imports would
tend .to reduce effective levels .of productive investment.
In the short
the removal of corruption and nepotism tied to CPPgo~enunent figures will be popular and. the vacant posts created will
satisfy some demands. However, the disparate elements of the' United
Opposition (as opposed to the army-police-civil service) were never
characterized by ·scrupulous honesty or 'impartiality in appointnlents. If
the freedom for competition announced by Lt. General Ankrah results in
a business-political-civil service alliance prospering while the rest of the
population sees no increase in their welfare, the best of intentions or
statem~ts could not head off broad and bitter opposition.
.
,
Present levels of sacrifice - slightly alleviated· by 1965's end to the
1963-4 crop failures and more basically reduceable as increasing returns
on 1960-65 investment are achieved over the next five years - could be
made acceptable if upper income group profits were held constant. Price
control and distribution of key consumer imports would have to be handled
more efficiently. With scrupulous honesty, rigid levels of austerity imposed
on prestige or postponable government spending, and genuine impartiality
in appointments must be maintained by politicians (whether military or
civil) and public officials. The early marginal increase in the income tax
exemption (from 180 to 200, affecting about 200,000 taxpayers) is in
, accord with such a policy, and it combines a popular and visible benefit
, with a minimum reduction in public resources.
Participation will be a more intractable problem for the new government
than it was for the old. Military regimes seldom attain either mass
enthusiasm on a sustained basis or mass involvement in government.
The old opposition had a mass base only in Ashantt and southern (then)
British Togoland - about 20 per cent of the country. ,There is little
reason to suppose its popularity has risen in any way parallel to decline in
support for the CPP. Indeed· its emergence as a dominant force in the
National Liberation Council - should it Occur - might verY well make
mass confidence and support harder to attain.
Success may depend largely on' whether the basic aims of the CPP (with
a shift from revisionist Marxian socialism to some form of African social.
democracy, a change which would almost certainly be genuinely popular)
are accepted. If they are not, the Nkrumah government will - in retro..;
- spect.- increasingly become the era of expanded education and health, of
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visible signs of development, of the.·1952-60 economic and political boom.
The new government will become the unpopular owner of an image of
.
mass stagnation and narrow self interest.
The basis for a dialogue also rem~ins in doubt. The opposition - vide
D. Austin's PolitiCs in Ghana, '3 work highly critical of Dr. Nkrumah and
the CPP - has never' been notable for a Coherent set of national policy
and strategy proposals, nor for effective presentation of what ideas: they
did have. At best their cautious advocacy' of conservative Fabianism a la
John Stuart.Mill and a curious blend of Adam Smith - P. T. Bauer-Neo
Mercantilist economics has always seemed totally out of touch with present
African realities and even with their own specific claims. For example
their 1961 outrage at higher taxes on - their examples - Mercedes,
refrigerators, £100 watches, and Scotch as grinding the faces of the poor.
Equally disquieting is the opposition record of de facto political and
ideological intolerance, almost certainly worse than that of the CPP. Their
actions when in power in Ashanti, and the more recent views expressed
by many of their elite supporters, give little cause for hope that their
admiration of John Stuart Mill extends to liberation, freedom of expression
or organisation for those in substantial disagreement with ,them. Their
mass literature has been at least as polemic as that of the CPP but notably
less marked by any leaven of positive stands.
Oddly enough, the military are in a much better position to create the
intellectual and programmatic base for a dialogue. Their initial actions including creation of an Economic Council headed by Government
Statistician E. N. Omaboe - suggest heavy dependence on civil service
advice and technocratic skills in policy fonnulation. The creation of a
rationalised and dynamic national strategy.. ,.w programme is possible if
this trend continues.
The problem in that case will be on the one hand involving broad
elements of the population in understanding, discussion, and support of
the new policy and, on the other, convincing the elite that rapid bettering
of its relative position is not in its own long ron interests. Officers and
technocrats have nowhere been conspicuously successful in this. Nor does
the fact that the civil service itself fonns a substantial portion of the upper
middle class make it easier to fonnulate and implement policies of equitable
division of austerity. On the other hand at lea~t some of the senior civil
servants are effective publicists and educators and many are genuinely
dedicated to national welfare. The same is tree of a small but potentially
significant ·number of intellectuals who are deeply critical of the CPP's
record, but equally unwilling to identify with any. existing opposition
grouping.
Even if the most hopeful course is taken at highest levels, implementation
(and even honest support) by the middle and lower levels of the new
establishment, may be lacking. Probably the greatest contributing factors
to the erosion of the base of the past government were failure by President
Nkrumah and his more able colleagues to impose their own standards, on
the Cabinet, entourage, and Party hierarchy. They allowed the fulsome
praises and ill-considered doctrines of second-rate advisers and publicists
to dull their own contact with and perception of popular aspirations, real
needs, and weaknesses in actual government-Party action. The same
danger of increasinl isolation is likely to confront the National Liberation
Council regime.
The ·Council's actions in its fint six weeks give rather limited ground
for optimism. Although the initial protective custody figures (a new name
for preventive detention which has 'been "abolished U) were on the order
of 2,500-3,000 they now appear to have fallen to 500 or less. General

Ankrah has indicated that he expects a significant number of these to be
found innocent of any improper act and released soon while the rest will
be charged. The$e figures are not directly comparable with ~e old preventive·. detention total (750 Odd judging by NLC figures on release)
because that included 400 odd thugs whom the police believed guilty of
armed robbery and' kidnapping but' could not secure evidence against
because of intimidation; at least claims to this effect have been made both
in public and private by senior police officers (including 3' present NLC
member) since 1960.
The messages of congratulation and the "conversions" of CPP leaders
are rather less impressive. They look more like reflex integration with the
powers that be than serious evidence of deep support or conviction. This
is perhaps particularly true of ex-CPP leaders of modest competence and
even more modest reputations for integrity such as Kojo Botsio and E.
Ayeh-Kumi. Of more importance may be the statements critical of the
fall~ government for failing to adhere to its own goals by at least two of
the; more 'able and honest Cpp' figures, Alex Quaison-Sackey and Kon
Baako.
It now seems clear that the United Party in Exile - which the NLC
has proscribed - will not return home in triumph. Its. claim to have
masterminded the coup have been; sharply denied and its leaders warned
that any political action in Ghana on their part will be suppressed~
However, some of the men who have appeared in or around the Council's
delegations and apparatus raise doubts as to its wisdom albeit not its
desire for broad involvement. Two opposite examples ate J oe Appiah,
spokesman par'excellence for the elite, whose self styled Fabian socialism
seenis compounded of an intellectual arrogance and' contempt for the
common man worthy of J. S. Mill at his worst and a social and economic
philosophy Lord Beaconsfield would have 'deemed short-sighted selfishness,
and per contra J. K. Tettegah of the All African Trade Union Federation,
able demagogue, infinitely ambitious and ruthless, opportunist (he has
completely reversed his views on union-state. relationships), self styled
"next Osagyefo" who was booted upstairs from Ghana TUC in '3 1964
Cpp anti-corruption sweep.
. Economic policy appears at least for the formulation stage safely in the hands of able technocrats including the returned Plan author
J. H. Mensah. However, the abandonment of the de' facto one-third
Western contractor, one-third Eastern state trading corporation, one-third
long tenn international institution (or Western government) aid goal of
the CPP is likely to hamper, not help, long run fund procurement. While
Czech, Polish and Yugoslav technicians and projects remain. iD. operation
(in aggregate they exceed ~oviet) the whole logical policy of trade and aid
diversification seems abandoned. If this results in a sharp USSR reduction
in cocoa consumption (as opposed to a shift to other sellers) major problems
will ensue as the current strength in ,the cocoa market is very largely the
result of a 150,000 ton, £170 per ton USSR contract in December (when
the market was lower 'and rather soggier) which pushed estimated consumption past estimated crop. Certainly the expulsion of most (whether
all is not clear) Soviet technicians reducing the Eastern per cent in
expatriate personnel from perhaps ten to little more than five is potentially.
damaging economically and .hardly necessary to effectuating the NLC's
distinctly pro-Western version of an independent foreign policy. Neg~
tiations for IMF-IBRD-US Aid interim balance of payments, re-financing
of short term debt, and longer term soft development loans do appear to
be proceeding toward at least a covering of the £15-20 million short
term needs estimated by Omaboe and Ankrah.
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